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Abstract
The University of Texas at El Paso Aerospace Center is working on a family of LOX/CH4
pressure-fed rocket engines. The applications of a pressure-fed rocket engine include orbital launch
vehicles and lunar ascent and descent vehicles. This dissertation focuses on the application of the
CROME LOX/CH4 engines under development at UTEP. The dissertation contains three chapters
on orbital launch vehicles and a fourth chapter on lunar descent/ascent vehicles. The first two
chapters look at pressure-fed LOX/CH4 orbital launch vehicle design compared to an electric
pump fed and a gas generator vehicle. The third chapter looks at the sensitivities in the design of
a LOX/CH4 orbital launch vehicle. The fourth and final chapter looks at the sensitivities of a lunar
vehicle capable of descent to the lunar surface and ascent back to lunar orbit. The results of the
first two chapters show that a pressure-fed orbital launch vehicle needs to be much larger than an
equivalent pump fed vehicle. The third chapter shows that the gross liftoff mass of a pressure-fed
orbital launch vehicle is sensitive to the operating pressure of the propellant tanks and a key to
pressure-fed orbital launch is an engine capable of producing significant thrust while operating at
as low of a chamber pressure as possible. The fourth chapter shows that a lunar descent/ascent
vehicle is sensitive to the thrust to wight ratio and the thrust to weight ratio should increases
logarithmically as the payload mass increases. The four papers are not meant to be detailed,
conceptual, or preliminary designs but a look at the consequences of possible design decisions.
The results show some interesting sensitivities in the design of a pressure-fed vehicle.
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Chapter 1: Performance Comparison of Electric Pump Fed LOX/RP1 To Pressure Fed
LOX/CH4 Small-Lift Launch Vehicle
Abstract
The introduction of a new launch vehicle must be justified with market economics where
the biggest obstacle has been developing a propulsion system that is robust, reliable and most of
all low cost. The University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) Aerospace Center is developing a
LOX/CH4 pressure fed engine with the potential to be robust, reliable, and low cost. Rocket Lab’s
Electron rocket currently has the largest market share of the small lift orbital launch vehicles. This
paper looks at what a pressure fed concept vehicle with similar performance to the Rocket Lab
Electron rocket might look like. The results show that a LOX/CH4 pressure fed medium or heavy
lift orbital launch vehicle is potentially a more viable option than a small lift orbital launch vehicle.
Nomenclature

ΔV

specific heat at constant pressure of helium
specific heat at constant volume of helium
change in velocity
diameter of Electron rocket
factor of safety
specific impulse at sea level
specific impulse in vacuum
length of cylindrical section of fuel tank
length of cylindrical section of oxidizer tank
mass of helium in helium tank at liftoff
mass of helium in helium tank at MECO
helium mass needed for propellant tanks
mass of ullage helium in propellant tanks at launch
mass of helium in propellant tanks at MECO
mass of engine
mass of fuel
mass of fuel tank
mass of helium
mass of helium tank
1

mass of helium and tank
mass of helium tank with respect to pressure
mass of stage without propellant
molecular mass of helium
mass of oxidizer
mass of oxidizer tank
dry mass of stage without propulsion system
mass of payload
propellant mass
mass of rocket stage
oxygen to fuel ratio
initial pressure of helium tank
pressure of propellant tank ullage
variable initial high-pressure helium tank pressure
density of fuel
density of oxidizer
density of propellant tank material
universal gas constant
radius of helium tank
radius of helium tank with respect to initial tank pressure
yield strength of tank material
initial temperature of helium tank
temperature of helium tank at MECO
average temperature of helium leaving the helium tank
temperature of helium in ullage at launch
temperature of helium in propellant tanks at MECO
wall thickness of helium tank
wall thickness of helium tank with respect to helium
pressure
volume of fuel
volume of helium tank
volume of oxidizer
total volume of propellant tanks
unite volume
volume of helium tank with respect to P1
boundary work
compressibility of helium
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Introduction
The introduction of a new launch vehicle must be justified with market economics where
the biggest obstacle has been developing a propulsion system that is robust, reliable and most of
all low cost. [1] Pressure fed bi-propellant engines are one of the simplest rocket engine designs
[2]. Without turbomachinery the pressure fed engine significantly reduced the complexity of a
launch vehicle. An electric pump fed rocket engine uses the power stored in batteries to increase
the pressure of the propellants on the way to the combustion chamber. In a pressure fed engine
high pressure helium provides the pressure needed to force the propellant from the propellant tanks
to the combustion chamber. UTEP’s Aerospace Center is in the development and testing of a
LOX/CH4 pressure fed engine under the name CROME. Eliminating the electric pumps reduces
the cost and complexity of the engines and increases reliability. Utilizing a pressure feed is not the
only simplification used in the CROME engine. The CROME engine uses film cooling only,
eliminating the need for regenerative or ablative cooling further reducing the cost and complexity
of the engine. This study looks at a Rocket Lab Electron and deconstructs it into a similar
performing electric pump fed vehicle and estimates how a similar performing pressure fed launch
vehicle configuration compares.
Electron Like Vehicle
Rocket Lab’s Electron launch vehicle has the largest market share and the highest success
rate of current mini-satellite launch vehicles [3]. The Electron’s market share and success rate is
the reason it has been selected for this study. The Electron is a proprietary vehicle and therefore a
trade secret. In this paper several assumptions are made to bridge the gap between what is known
and unknown making the analysis possible.
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In this paper several assumptions and modifications are made for the analysis. The goal is
to have a reasonable facsimile to the electron as a control so a pump fed, and a pressure fed vehicle
can be compared. Rocket Labs Electron propellant tanks are constructed from a proprietary carbon
fiber composite, the Electron like vehicle the propellant tanks have been changed to 2219
aluminum. The mass fractions of the stages are not known and needed to be assumed. For this
analysis the assumptions for the Electron like launch vehicle are listed in Table 1. The propellant
tank pressure, propellant tank safety factor and the oxygen to fuel ratio is also assumed and listed
in Table 1 [4].
Table 1 Electron Like Vehicle Assumptions
First Stage
Second Stage
Total mass

10,200 kg

2300 kg

950 kg

250 kg

Propellant mass

9,250 kg

2050 kg

Propellant tank pressure

350 kPa

350 kPa

2.3

2.3

2

2

Dry mass

Oxygen to fuel ratio
Propellant tank safety
factor

Rocket Lab has released data on their Electron rocket to the public in media releases.
Rocket Lab has shared the specific impulse of Electrons first and second stage engines and the
maximum payload to orbit [2]. The performance data given in Rocket Lab’s payload users guide
including engine mass and diameter of vehicle is given in Table 2.
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Table 2 Electron Performance Data
Maximum payload mass to orbit

300 kg

Specific impulse of first stage engine at sea level

311 s

Specific impulse of second stage engine in vacuum

343 s

Engine mass

35 kg

Rocket diameter

1.2 m

With the performance data given by Rocket Lab and assuming reasonable propellant and
dry masses for the first and second stage the performance and propulsion system masses can be
assessed. The results will not match Rocket Lab’s Electron exactly however it does not need to for
a general comparison of electric pump fed LOX/RP1 to pressure fed LOX/CH4 mini-satellite
orbital launch vehicles.

CROME Family of Engines
The UTEP’s Aerospace Center has designed a family of rocket engines. The engines are
pintle injector film cooled LOX/CH4 pressure fed. The engines are currently in development and
testing at the Aerospace Center where the performance of the engines is being characterized. The
engine design does not use regenerative or ablative cooling, but rather relies on film cooling along
the chamber walls to keep the engine from melting during operation [5]. There are several film
cooling orifices along the injector plate impinging liquid methane onto the combustion chamber
walls. The liquid methane impinging on the combustion chamber wall keeps the tremendous heat
of combustion from melting the engine. The reliance on film cooling only results in a lower
oxidizer to fuel ratio than an engine utilizing regenerative and or ablative cooling along with film
5

cooling. The oxygen to fuel ratio of the CROME engine is 1.89, this gives the engine a sea level
and vacuum specific impulse in Table 3 [6].
Table 3 CROME Engine Performance
Specific impulse of first stage engine at sea level
234 s
Specific impulse of second stage engine in vacuum

267 s

The specific impulse for the CROME engine is lower than the specific impulse of any other
orbital launch vehicle. The less efficient engines and the need for large high-pressure helium tanks
are primary design drivers for a pressure fed vehicle. The expected result is a vehicle that is larger
with a higher dry mass as a percentage of vehicle mass.

Pressure-Fed Launch Vehicle Design
The pressure fed launch vehicle is meant to match the electric pump fed vehicle as closely
as possible using pressure fed LOX/CH4 engines. The pressure fed vehicle will have the same
number of stages, the same length over diameter, and the same payload mass to orbit as the
electron. The total propellant needed, the dry mass, and the overall height of the rocket will be
allowed to change.
The pressure fed launch vehicle will have propellant tanks charged from a high-pressure
helium tank. Each stage will have its own fuel, oxidizer, and helium tank. The system will not use
autogenous pressurization or have fuel, oxygen, or helium heated by the engine and pumped back
into the propellant tanks. The goal is to create the simplest system possible. The benefit of the
pressure fed LOX/CH4 vehicle is to increase reliability while decreasing the overall cost of
delivering a payload to orbit.

6

Materials and Methods
The design of the spacecraft is driven by meeting the minimum mission performance of
Rocket Lab Electron rocket. The propulsion system is based on the CROME engine developed and
currently undergoing testing at the UTEP Aerospace Center in El Paso, TX. The analytical models
and solutions were calculated using PTC’s MathCAD. A flow chart is given below.
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Figure 1 Flowchart
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Theory/calculation
Mission
The mission places a 300 kg satellite or constellation of satellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
at a 28° inclination. This represents a launch from Kendy Space Center in Florida. The pressure
fed vehicle should have the capability to deliver payloads to Sun Synchronous Orbit (SSO) and
Geo Transfer Orbit (GTO). However, with the significantly lower Isp particularly of the upper
stage the overall mass of the payloads will be smaller.
Table 4 Mission Requirements
Payload
300 kg
Orbit

LEO

Inclination

28°

ΔV

9,200 m/s

Vehicle Design Drivers
The design of the pressure-fed launch vehicle is driven by the CROME rocket engine’s
ability to performance. The CROME engine is currently under development at the UTEP
Aerospace Center. The engine used in the launch vehicle would not be the CROME engine
currently under development, but a larger flight version based on the current CROME engine
design.
The propellant feed system for the launch vehicle is a single high pressure helium tank that
keeps the propellant tanks at a constant pressure during the launch. The design is meant to be as
simple as possible to reduce complexity and increase reliability. The use of heated helium or heated
propellants is not considered in the design of the pressure fed launch vehicle.
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Assumptions
The exact configuration of Rocket Lab’s Electron rocket is not known. Therefore, several
assumptions are made for the sake of the analysis. The assumptions include the exact propellant
and vehicle masses, propellant and helium tank pressure, and materials used. The biggest
difference is the substitution of composite tanks for aluminum tanks.
The tanks including the high-pressure helium tank is modeled with 2219 aluminum. The
tanks on Rocket Lab’s Electron rocket are carbon fiber composite. Carbon fiber composite material
properties vary greatly depending on the carbon fiber and matrix, layer placement, and orientation.
Aluminum tanks have flight heritage and are homogeneous and isentropic. Assuming all tanks are
aluminum reduces the complexity of the analysis and increases the reliability of the study. The
analysis is not meant to be a pressure fed Electron rocket but rather a juxtaposition between an
electric pump fed vehicle and a pressure fed vehicle. The results of the analysis should correlate
weather the tanks are made from composite, aluminum, or steel.
Calculations
With the assumptions made about the electric pump fed LOX/RP1 launch vehicle and the
information provided by Rocket Lab the electric pump fed launch vehicle can be deconstructed.
The mass of the fuel and oxidizer is found using the propellant mass and the oxygen to fuel ratio.

( 1)

( 2)
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Dividing the mass of the fuel and oxidizer gives the volume of the fuel and oxidizer tanks.
The total volume of the propellant tanks is increased by 15% to account for ullage in the tank,
trapped propellants, and boiloff.

( 3)

( 4)
Length of cylindrical section of fuel and oxidizer tanks.

( 5)

( 6)

The electric pump fed rocket tanks are made from 2219 aluminum alloy and have a safety
factor of 2. Thin wall pressure vessel hoop stress is used to calculate wall thickness for the
cylindrical and dome sections of the tanks using the yield strength of 2219 aluminum. The volume
of the material needed for the tanks is multiplied by the density of the tank material.
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( 7)

( 8)
The helium tank pressure volume and mass needed is determined by evaluating the energy
balance equation for a closed system blowing down into an open system. Then the open system
venting back into a closed system. The propellant tanks need to maintain constant pressure during
flight and the pressure is maintained by the high-pressure helium tank. In equation ( 9) the left side
of the equation evaluates the internal energy inside the helium tank at liftoff and subtracts the
internal energy inside the helium tank at Main Engine Cut Off (MECO). The right side of the
equation evaluates the enthalpy of the helium transferring from the helium tank to the propellant
tank. The energy balance equation gives the temperature of the helium in the helium tank at
MECO. The equation has two unknowns that cannot be canceled out the pressure of the helium
tank at liftoff (P1), and the temperature of helium at MECO (T2). At this point a guess pressure is
assumed for helium tank pressure at liftoff and a place holder temperature is given for the
temperature at MECO.

( 9)
The average temperature of helium transferring between the high-pressure helium tank and
the propellant tank is the average temperature between the helium tank pressure at liftoff (T 1) and
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MECO (T2). The temperature of the helium transferring to the propellant tanks will start at T 1 and
end at T2.

( 10)
The total volume of the propellant tanks is equal to the volume of the LOX and CH4 tanks
combined.

( 11)
The mass of helium in the first stage propellant tanks at liftoff is equal to the 5% ullage
volume in the propellant tanks.

( 12)
Calculating the boundary work the helium exerts on the propellant shows the work needed
to transfer the propellant to the pump in the case of the electric pump fed vehicle and the work
performed on the propellant to supply the engine in the pressure fed vehicle.

( 13)
The temperature of helium in the propellant tank can be found by solving the energy
equation for the propellant tanks and the helium transferring into the propellant tanks. Solving the
equation for T5 gives the temperature of the helium in the propellant tanks at MECO.
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( 14)
Mass of helium in propellant tanks at MECO.

( 15)
The mass of helium that needs to transfer from the high-pressure helium tank to the propellant
tanks can be found.

( 16)
Optimizing the pressure feed system is a balance between reducing the size of the helium
tank by increasing the pressure and decreasing the wall thickness of the tank by decreasing the
pressure. To solve the competing mass growth a function of helium tank mass with respect to
helium pressure at liftoff is used. First a function of tank volume with respect to liftoff pressure is
equation ( 17) where helium tank pressure at liftoff is Px.

( 17)
The radius of the helium tank with respect to pressure.
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( 18)
The wall thickness of the helium tank with respect to pressure.

( 19)
Equation ( 20) shows the mass of the helium tank with respect to the pressure in the helium
tank at liftoff. Graph 1 shows the mass of the helium tank at a given pressure for the electric pump
fed LOX/RP1 vehicle. The graph clearly shows that the helium tank has a minimum possible mass
at a specific pressure.

( 20)

Graph 1 helium tank mass with respect to pressure
15

The lowest part of the curve can be found by taking the derivative of the equation and
solving with respect to zero. Solving equation ( 21) gives the most efficient and therefore lowest
mass for the high-pressure helium tanks.

( 21)
Plugging in the initial pressure into the energy balance equation gives the actual
temperature of the helium in the helium tank at MECO.

( 22)
The mass of helium, radius of the helium tank, wall thickness of the helium tank, and mass
of helium tank at liftoff can be found with equation ( 23),( 24),( 25),and( 26).

( 23)

( 24)

( 25)

( 26)
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The total mass of the high-pressure helium tank and the helium inside.

( 27)
The mass of 9 engines.

( 28)
The mass of the propulsion elements is separated from the rest of the dry mass of the
vehicle. By subtracting the mass of the propellant tanks, high pressure helium and helium tanks,
and the engines the mass of the other components can be found. Separating the mass of the
propulsion system dry mass from the rest of the vehicles dry mass allows the propulsion system to
be swapped out.

( 29)
The calculation for the propulsion system mass for the second stage is calculated the same
as the first stage except for equation ( 5) is replaced with equation ( 30), equation ( 7) with equation
( 31) to represent common bulkhead propellant tanks for the second stage, and replace equation
( 28) with equation ( 32) to account for a single engine on the second stage.

( 30)
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( 31)

( 32)
With the dry mass of the non-propulsion components estimated an equivalent launch
vehicle can be estimated with the end goal of having a pressure fed launch vehicle preliminary
design that matches electric pump fed launch vehicle in payload to orbit, length over diameter, and
ΔV.
Beginning with the second stage the total ΔV for the second stage can be determined with
the ideal rocket equation.

( 33)
The propellant mass for the pressure fed upper stage is first estimated with respect to the
inert mass fraction. The guess value will be iterated until it converges with the electric pump fed
vehicle.

( 34)
The oxidizer to fuel ratio and fuel density are different for the pressure fed vehicle, because
of the change in propellant and engine cycle. The equations are the same as the equation for the
electric pump fed vehicle. Equations ( 1) through ( 4) are used in determining the volume of the
18

propellant tanks including ullage. The length of the tanks with respect to the diameter is kept the
same so the radius of the tanks can be determined from the propellant tank volume for common
bulkhead tanks.

( 35)
Following equations ( 5) through ( 29) and replacing equations ( 5) and ( 7) with equations
( 30) and ( 31) and replacing equation ( 28) with equation ( 36) [2] to account for the mass of a
larger engine.

( 36)
Since the pressure fed vehicle is larger than the electric pump fed vehicle a scaling factor
is used to account for the difference in non-propulsion system dry mass. The dry mass that is not
part of the propulsion system of the second stage of the electric pump fed vehicle is multiplied by
a scaling factor. The scaling factor takes the diameter of the pressure fed vehicle divided by the
diameter of the electric pump fed vehicle and squares it ( 36). Mass grows with the cube of the
scale, however the second stage of the pressure fed vehicle the mass growth is squared with the
scale. The rational for squaring the growth instead of cubing it is the non-propulsive dry mass of
the second stage is avionics heavy. The structural components of the second stage will grow with
the cube of the scale but the avionics will remain the same mass [8]. Because the non-propulsive
dry mass of the second stage has less structural mass as a percent of the dry mass, the scaling factor
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is squared. The non-propulsive dry mass of the first stage is cubed with respect to the scale, because
structures are going to be the largest part of the non-propulsive dry mass ( 37).

( 37)

( 38)
The inert mass fraction is iterated until the non-propulsion dry mass of the pressure fed
vehicle is equal to the scaled non-propulsion dry mass of the electric pump fed vehicle. This is
done for the upper and lower stages of the pressure fed vehicle. To find the ΔV for the first stage
the total mass of the second stage is added to the payload in equations ( 33) and ( 34).
Results
The result of the study has some interesting conclusions. The first stage of the pressure fed
LOX/CH4 vehicle increased in scale by almost Two and a half times while the percent dry mass
stayed the same. The mass of the first stage grew more than fourteen times before it could satisfy
the ideal rocket equation. The mass of the pressure fed vehicle growing more than an order of
magnitude is more than expected, but not unexplainable. The mass of the fuel in the rocket grows
faster than the dry mass of the vehicle. The pressure fed vehicles mass grew until it satisfied the
requirements of the ideal rocket equation and because the mass fraction is inside the natural log of
the equation the size of the pressure fed vehicle grew exponentially.
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Total

Table 5 Results
LOX/RP1 Electric Pump

LOX/CH4 Pressure Fed

Fed
GLOM
First Stage

12,800 kg
LOX/RP1 Electric Pump

184,177 kg
LOX/CH4 Pressure Fed

Fed
Payload + Second Stage Mass

2,600 kg

17,879 kg

3,911 m/s

3,911 m/s

311 s

234 s

Percent Inert Mass

9.31 %

9.34 %

Vehicle Diameter

1.2 m

3.4 m

10,200 kg

166,298 kg

950 kg

15,615 kg

9,250 kg

150,683 kg

2.3

1.89

Propellant Tank Pressure

350 kPa

1,250 kPa

Helium Tank Pressure

9.3 MPa

23.4 MPa

2

1.2

810 kg/m3

423 kg/m3

Density of Oxidizer

1,142 kg/m 3

1,142 kg/m3

Tank Material Density

2,851 kg/m3

2,851 kg/m3

455 MPa

455 MPa

Delta V
Sea Level Specific Impulse

Total Mass
Dry Mass
Propellant Mass
Oxygen to Fuel Ratio

Pressure Vessel Safety Factor
Density of Fuel

Yield Strength of Tank Material
21

Fuel Mass

2,803 kg

52,139 kg

Oxidizer Mass

6,447 kg

98,543 kg

9.7 kg

807 kg

Fuel Tank Volume

3980 L

141,878 L

Oxidizer Tank Volume

6492 L

99,234 L

Helium Tank Volume

646 L

21,614 L

Fuel Tank Mass

33 kg

2,573 kg

Oxidizer Tank Mass

55 kg

1,770 kg

Helium Tank Mass

116 kg

5,870 kg

Engine Mass

315 kg

1,427 kg

Non-propulsion Dry Mass

422 kg

9,710 kg

Helium Mass

Second Stage

LOX/RP1 Electric Pump

LOX/CH4 Pressure Fed

Fed
Payload Mass

300 kg

300 kg

5,225 m/s

5,225 m/s

343 s

267 s

Percent Dry Mass

10.87 %

12.1 %

Vehicle Diameter

1.2 m

2.64 m

2,300 kg

17,579 kg

250 kg

2,131 kg

2,050 kg

15,449 kg

Delta V
Vacuum Specific Impulse

Total Mass
Dry Mass
Propellant Mass
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Oxygen to Fuel Ratio

2.3

1.89

Propellant Tank Pressure

350 kPa

1,250 kPa

Helium Tank Pressure

9.3 MPa

23.4 MPa

2

1.2

810 kg/m3

423 kg/m3

Density of Oxidizer

1,142 kg/m 3

1,142 kg/m3

Tank Material Density

2,851 kg/m3

2,851 kg/m3

455 MPa

455 MPa

621 kg

5,346 kg

Oxidizer Mass

1,429 kg

10,103 kg

Helium Mass

2.14 kg

83 kg

882 L

14,546 L

Oxidizer Tank Volume

1439 L

10,174 L

Helium Tank Volume

143 L

2,216 L

Fuel Tank Mass

10.7 kg

342 kg

Oxidizer Tank Mass

10.7 kg

146 kg

Helium Tank Mass

26 kg

602 kg

Engine Mass

35 kg

150 kg

166 kg

804 kg

Pressure Vessel Safety Factor
Density of Fuel

Yield Strength of Tank Material
Fuel Mass

Fuel Tank Volume

Non-propulsion Dry Mass
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Mass Fraction (%)
100%
98%
96%
94%
92%
90%
88%
86%
84%
82%
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Payload

Graph 2 Mass Fraction
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Figure 2 Electron, pressure fed, and falcon 9 (Image curtesy SpaceX and Rocket Lab)
Conclusion
The results of the study indicate that a simple pressure fed launch vehicle for small orbital
payloads has its challenges. The size of the pressure fed vehicle must grow until the volume of the
propellant is sufficiently larger than the surface area of the tank. The mass of propellant grows
approximately with the cube of the scale while the surface area of the tanks grows with the square
of the scale. The difference in mass growth of the propellant tanks vs. the fuel mass allows the
pressure fed launch vehicle to be possible. However, the cost savings associated with switching to
a pressure fed propulsion system have to be weighed with the cost of needing sixteen times more
raw materials and the facilities to prosses them.
Further research is needed in pressure fed launch vehicles to see if it could be a viable
alternative to traditional pump fed launch vehicles. For example, the percent dry mass of the
pressure fed vehicle will continue to decrease as the vehicle gets larger. While a pressure fed small
lift launch vehicle may not be practical a medium or heavy lift launch vehicle may be viable. Fuel
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and oxidizer can be heated in the engine until they are a gas and pumped into the propellant tanks
instead of using high-pressure helium tanks. Every kilogram removed from the high-pressure
helium tank would provide an equal mass of payload to orbit. Reducing the mass of the helium
tank on just the second stage could potentially increase the payload mass to orbit by three times.
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Chapter 2: Performance Comparison of Gas Generator-Fed LOX/RP1 To Pressure-Fed
LOX/CH4 Orbital Launch Vehicle
Abstract
The introduction of a new launch vehicle must be justified with market economics where
the biggest obstacle has been developing a propulsion system that is robust, reliable and most of
all low cost. The University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) Aerospace Center is developing a
LOX/CH4 pressure fed engine with the potential to be robust, reliable, and low cost. The SpaceX
Falcon 9 rocket currently has the largest market share of any orbital launch vehicle with a record
braking 31 successful launches in 2021. This paper looks at the performance of the Falcon 9 launch
vehicle and looks at what a similar performing pressure fed LOX/CH4 vehicle would look like.
The Falcon 9 can lift 22,100 kg into Low Earth Orbit (LEO) in its expendable configuration. A
pressure fed LOX/CH4 vehicle capable of placing the same payload in the same orbit without
reuse would need to be one and three quarters as tall and weigh five times as much.

Nomenclature

ΔV

specific heat at constant pressure of helium
specific heat at constant volume of helium
change in velocity
diameter of Falcon 9 rocket
factor of safety
specific impulse at sea level
specific impulse in vacuum
length of cylindrical section of fuel tank
length of cylindrical section of oxidizer tank
mass of helium in helium tank at liftoff
mass of helium in helium tank at MECO
helium mass needed for propellant tanks
mass of ullage helium in propellant tanks at launch
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mass of helium in propellant tanks at MECO
mass of engine
mass of fuel
mass of fuel tank
mass of helium
mass of helium tank
mass of helium and tank
mass of helium tank with respect to pressure
mass of stage without propellant
molecular mass of helium
mass of oxidizer
mass of oxidizer tank
dry mass of stage without propulsion system
mass of payload
propellant mass
mass of rocket stage
oxygen to fuel ratio
initial pressure of helium tank
pressure of propellant tank ullage
variable initial high-pressure helium tank pressure
density of fuel
density of oxidizer
density of propellant tank material
universal gas constant
radius of helium tank
radius of helium tank with respect to initial tank pressure
yield strength of tank material
initial temperature of helium tank
temperature of helium tank at MECO
average temperature of helium leaving the helium tank
temperature of helium in ullage at launch
temperature of helium in propellant tanks at MECO
wall thickness of helium tank
wall thickness of helium tank with respect to helium
pressure
volume of fuel
volume of helium tank
volume of oxidizer
total volume of propellant tanks
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unite volume
volume of helium tank with respect to P1
boundary work
compressibility of helium

Introduction
The introduction of a new launch vehicle must be justified with market economics where
the biggest obstacle has been developing a propulsion system that is robust, reliable and most of
all low cost. [1] Pressure fed bi-propellant engines are one of the simplest rocket engine designs.
[2] A pressure fed engine does not have turbo machinery or pumps to provide propellant to the
thrust chamber. Instead, helium is used to pressurize the propellant tanks feeding propellant into
the combustion chamber. The Aerospace Center is in the development and testing of a LOX/CH4
pressure fed engine under the name CROME. The simple design of the CROME engine reduces
the overall cost of a rocket engine by eliminating the costly and complex pumps and
turbomachinery used in other engine cycles to boost the propellant pressure from the propellant
tanks to the injector. The CROME engine uses film cooling only, eliminating the need for
regenerative or ablative cooling further reducing the cost of the engine. This study looks at a
SpaceX Falcon 9 orbital launch vehicle and deconstructs it into a similar performing gas generator
fed vehicle and estimates how a similar performing pressure fed launch vehicle configuration
would compare. The Falcon 9 is a proprietary design, and the intellectual rights belong to SpaceX.
For this analysis the gas generator launch vehicle is an approximation of the Falcon 9. The goal of
this analysis is to look at the tradeoff between a gas generator launch vehicle and a comparable
pressure fed launch vehicle.
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The Falcon 9 Like Vehicle
SpaceX Falcon 9 launch vehicle has the largest market share of current orbital launch
vehicles with 31 successful orbital launches in 2021. [3] The Falcon 9’s market share and success
rate are the predominant reasons it has been selected for this study. The Falcon 9 is a proprietary
vehicle and therefore a trade secret. In this paper several assumptions are made to bridge the gap
between what is known and unknown making the analysis possible. In this study the Falcon 9 like
vehicle will be referred to as the gas generator vehicle.
Several assumptions and modifications are made for the analysis. The goal is to have a
reasonable facsimile to the Falcon 9 as a control, enabling the comparison of a gas generator, and
a pressure fed vehicle. Gas generator vehicle’s propellant tanks are assumed to be 2219 aluminum.
The mass fractions of the stages are not known and needed to be assumed. For this analysis the
assumptions for the gas generator launch vehicle are listed in Table 1. The propellant tank pressure,
propellant tank safety factor and the oxygen to fuel ratio is also assumed and listed in Table 1.
Table 6 Falcon 9 Like Vehicle Assumptions
First Stage
Second Stage
Total mass

445,900 kg

116,000 kg

Dry mass

27,222 kg

4,500 kg

418,700 kg

111,500 kg

350 kPa

350 kPa

2.3

2.3

2

2

Propellant mass
Propellant tank pressure
Oxygen to fuel ratio
Propellant tank safety
factor

SpaceX has released data on their Falcon rockets to the public in media releases. SpaceX
has shared the specific impulse of the Merlin first and second stage engines and the maximum
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payload to orbit [4]. The performance data given by SpaceX including engine mass and diameter
of vehicle is given in Table 2.
Table 7 Falcon 9 Performance Data
Payload mass to orbit

22,100 kg

Specific impulse of first stage engine at sea level

283 s

Specific impulse of second stage engine in vacuum

348 s

Engine mass

470 kg

Rocket diameter

3.66 m

With the performance data given by SpaceX and assuming reasonable propellant and dry
masses for the first and second stage the performance and propulsion system masses can be
assessed. The results will not match Falcon 9 exactly however it does not need to for a general
comparison of gas generator LOX/RP1 to pressure fed LOX/CH4 orbital launch vehicles.
CROME Family of Engines
The UTEP’s Aerospace Center has designed a family of engines. The engines are pintle
injector film cooled LOX/CH4 pressure fed. The engines are currently in development and testing
at the Aerospace Center where the performance of the engines is being characterized. The engine
design does not use regenerative or ablative cooling, but rather relies on film cooling along the
chamber walls to keep the engine from melting during operation [5]. There are several film cooling
orifices along the injector plate impinging liquid methane onto the combustion chamber walls. The
liquid methane impinging on the combustion chamber wall keeps the tremendous heat of
combustion from melting the engine. The reliance on film cooling only results in a lower oxidizer
to fuel ratio than an engine utilizing regenerative and or ablative cooling along with film cooling.
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The oxygen to fuel ratio of the CROME engine is 1.89, this gives the engine a sea level and vacuum
specific impulse in Table 3 [6].
Table 8 CROME Engine Performance
Specific impulse of first stage engine at sea level
234 s
Specific impulse of second stage engine in vacuum

267 s

The specific impulse for the CROME engine is lower than the specific impulse of any other
orbital launch vehicle. The less efficient engines and the need for large high-pressure helium tanks
are primary design drivers for a pressure fed vehicle. The expected result is a vehicle that is larger
with a higher dry mass as a percentage of vehicle mass.
Pressure-Fed Launch Vehicle Design
The pressure fed launch vehicle is meant to match the gas generator vehicle as closely as
possible using pressure fed LOX/CH4 engines. The pressure fed vehicle will have the same
number of stages, the same length over diameter, and the same payload mass to orbit as the Falcon
9. The total propellant needed, the dry mass, and the overall height of the rocket will be allowed
to change.
The pressure fed launch vehicle will have propellant tanks charged from a high-pressure
helium tank. Each stage will have its own fuel, oxidizer, and helium tank. The system will not use
autogenous pressurization or have fuel, oxygen, or helium heated by the engine and pumped back
into the propellant tanks. The goal is to create the simplest system possible. The benefit of the
pressure fed LOX/CH4 vehicle is to increase reliability while decreasing the overall cost of
delivering a payload to orbit.
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Materials and Methods
The design of the spacecraft is driven by meeting the minimum mission performance of
SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket. The propulsion system is based on the CROME engine developed and
currently undergoing testing at the UTEP Aerospace Center in El Paso, TX. The analytical models
and solutions were calculated using PTC’s MathCAD. A flow chart is given below.
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Figure 3 Flow Chart
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Theory/calculation
Mission
The mission places a 22,100 kg satellite or constellation of satellites in Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) at a 28° inclination. This represents a launch from Kendy Space Center in Florida. The
pressure fed vehicle should have the capability to deliver payloads to Sun Synchronous Orbit
(SSO) and Geo Transfer Orbit (GTO). However, with the significantly lower Isp particularly of
the upper stage the overall mass of the payloads will be smaller.
Table 9 Mission Requirements
Payload
22,100 kg
Orbit

LEO

Inclination

28°

ΔV

9,200 m/s

Vehicle Design Drivers
The design of the pressure-fed launch vehicle is driven by the CROME rocket engine’s
ability to performance. The CROME engine is currently under development at the UTEP
Aerospace Center. The engine used in the launch vehicle would not be the CROME engine
currently under development, but a larger flight version based on the current CROME engine
design.
The propellant feed system for the launch vehicle is a single high pressure helium tank that keeps
the propellant tanks at a constant pressure during the launch. The design is meant to be as simple
as possible to reduce complexity and increase reliability. The use of heated helium or heated
propellants is not considered in the design of the pressure fed launch vehicle.
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Calculations
With the assumptions made about the gas generator fed LOX/RP1 launch vehicle and the
information provided by SpaceX the gas generator fed launch vehicle can be deconstructed. The
mass of the fuel and oxidizer is found using the propellant mass and the oxygen to fuel ratio.

( 39)

( 40)
Dividing the mass of the fuel and oxidizer gives the volume of the fuel and oxidizer tanks.
The total volume of the propellant tanks is increased by 15% to account for ullage in the tank,
trapped propellants, and boiloff.

( 41)

( 42)
Length of cylindrical section of fuel and oxidizer tanks.

( 43)
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( 44)
The gas generator fed rocket tanks are made from 2219 aluminum alloy and have a safety
factor of 2. Thin wall pressure vessel hoop stress is used to calculate wall thickness for the
cylindrical and dome sections of the tanks using the yield strength of 2219 aluminum. The volume
of the material needed for the tanks is multiplied by the density of the tank material.

( 45)

( 46)
The helium tank pressure volume and mass needed is determined by evaluating the energy
balance equation for a closed system blowing down into an open system. Then the open system
venting back into a closed system. The propellant tanks need to maintain constant pressure during
flight and the pressure is maintained by the high-pressure helium tank. In equation ( 47) the left
side of the equation evaluates the internal energy inside the helium tank at liftoff and subtracts the
internal energy inside the helium tank at Main Engine Cut Off (MECO). The right side of the
equation evaluates the enthalpy of the helium transferring from the helium tank to the propellant
tank. The energy balance equation gives the temperature of the helium in the helium tank at
MECO. The equation has two unknowns that cannot be canceled out the pressure of the helium
tank at liftoff (P1), and the temperature of helium at MECO (T2). At this point a guess pressure is
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assumed for helium tank pressure at liftoff and a place holder temperature is given for the
temperature at MECO.

( 47)
The average temperature of helium transferring between the high-pressure helium tank and the
propellant tank is the average temperature between the helium tank pressure at liftoff (T 1) and
MECO (T2). The temperature of the helium transferring to the propellant tanks will start at T 1 and
end at T2.

( 48)
The total volume of the propellant tanks is equal to the volume of the LOX and CH4 tanks.

( 49)
The mass of helium in the first stage propellant tanks at liftoff is equal to the 5% ullage
volume in the propellant tanks.

( 50)
Calculating the boundary work the helium exerts on the propellant shows the work needed
to transfer the propellant to the pump in the case of the gas generator vehicle and the work
performed on the propellant to supply the engine in the pressure fed vehicle.
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( 51)
The temperature of helium in the propellant tank can be found by solving the energy
equation for the propellant tanks and the helium transferring into the propellant tanks. Solving the
equation for T5 gives the temperature of the helium in the propellant tanks at MECO.

( 52)
Mass of helium in propellant tanks at MECO.

( 53)
The mass of helium that needs to transfer from the high-pressure helium tank to the
propellant tanks can be found.

( 54)
Optimizing the pressure feed system is a balance between reducing the size of the helium
tank by increasing the pressure and decreasing the wall thickness of the tank by decreasing the
pressure. To solve the competing mass growth a function of helium tank mass with respect to
helium pressure at liftoff is used. First a function of tank volume with respect to liftoff pressure is
equation ( 55) where helium tank pressure at liftoff is PX.
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( 55)
The radius of the helium tank with respect to pressure.

( 56)
The wall thickness of the helium tank with respect to pressure.

( 57)
Equation ( 58) shows the mass of the helium tank with respect to the pressure in the helium
tank at liftoff. Graph 1 shows the mass of the helium tank at a given pressure for the gas generator
LOX/RP1 vehicle. The graph clearly shows that the helium tank has a minimum possible mass at
a specific pressure.

( 58)
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Graph 4 helium tank mass with respect to pressure

The lowest part of the curve can be found by taking the derivative of the equation and
solving with respect to zero. Solving equation ( 59) gives the most efficient and therefore lowest
mass for the high-pressure helium tanks.

( 59)
Plugging in the initial pressure into the energy balance equation gives the actual
temperature of the helium in the helium tank at MECO.

( 60)
The mass of helium, radius of the helium tank, wall thickness of the helium tank, and mass
of helium tank at liftoff can be found with equation ( 61),( 62),( 63),and( 64).
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( 61)

( 62)

( 63)

( 64)
The total mass of the high-pressure helium tank and the helium inside.

( 65)
The mass of 9 engines.

( 66)
The mass of the propulsion elements is separated from the rest of the dry mass of the
vehicle. By subtracting the mass of the propellant tanks, high pressure helium and helium tanks,
and the engines the mass of the other components can be found. Separating the mass of the
propulsion system dry mass from the rest of the vehicles dry mass allows the propulsion system to
be swapped out.
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( 67)
The calculation for the propulsion system mass for the second stage is calculated the same
as the first stage except for equation ( 43) is replaced with equation ( 68), equation ( 45) with
equation ( 69) to represent common bulkhead propellant tanks for the second stage, and replace
equation ( 76) with equation ( 70) to account for a single engine on the second stage.

( 68)

( 69)

( 70)
With the dry mass of the non-propulsion components estimated an equivalent launch
vehicle can be estimated with the end goal of having a pressure fed launch vehicle preliminary
design that matches gas generator fed launch vehicle in payload to orbit, length over diameter, and
ΔV.
Beginning with the second stage the total ΔV for the second stage can be determined with
the ideal rocket equation.

( 71)
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The propellant mass for the pressure fed upper stage is first estimated with respect to the
inert mass fraction. The guess value will be iterated until it converges with the gas generator fed
vehicle.

( 72)
The oxidizer to fuel ratio and fuel density are different for the pressure fed vehicle, because
of the change in propellant and engine cycle. The equations are the same as the equation for the
gas generator vehicle. Equations ( 39) through ( 42) are used in determining the volume of the
propellant tanks including ullage. The length of the tanks with respect to the diameter is kept the
same so the radius of the tanks can be determined from the propellant tank volume for common
bulkhead tanks.

( 73)
Following equations ( 43) through ( 67) and replacing equations ( 43) and ( 45) with
equations ( 68) and ( 69) and replacing equation ( 66) with equation ( 74) to account for the mass
of a larger engine.

( 74)
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Since the pressure fed vehicle is larger than the gas generator vehicle a scaling factor is
used to account for the difference in non-propulsion system dry mass. The non-propulsive dry
mass of the first and second stages are cubed with respect to the scale, because structures are going
to be the largest part of the non-propulsive dry mass.

( 75)
The inert mass fraction is iterated until the non-propulsion dry mass of the pressure fed
vehicle is equal to the scaled non-propulsion dry mass of the gas generator vehicle. This is done
for the upper and lower stages of the pressure fed vehicle. To find the ΔV for the first stage the
total mass of the second stage is added to the payload in equations ( 71) and ( 72).
Results
The result of the study has some interesting conclusions. The first stage of the pressure fed
LOX/CH4 vehicle increased in scale by almost one and three quarters while the overall mass
increased by five times. The mass of the first stage grew about seven and a half times before it
could satisfy the ideal rocket equation. The pressure fed vehicle is much larger and heavier, but
not larger and heavier than other orbital launch vehicles currently under development and
scheduled to fly in 2022 [7] [8]. The mas of fuel in the rocket grows faster than the dry mass of
the vehicle. The pressure fed vehicles mass grew until it satisfied the requirements of the ideal
rocket equation. Table 4 shows the comprason between the gas generator LOX/RP1 vehicle and
the pressure fed LOX/CH4 vehicle.
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Total

Table 10 Results
LOX/RP1 Gas Generator

GLOM
First Stage

LOX/CH4 Pressure Fed

584,000 kg
LOX/RP1 Gas Generator

Payload + Second Stage Mass

4,039,855 kg
LOX/CH4 Pressure Fed

138,100 kg

468,000 kg

3,503 m/s

3,503 m/s

Sea Level Specific Impulse

283 s

234 s

Percent Inert Mass

6.1 %

7.1 %

Vehicle Diameter

3.66 m

8.1 m

Total Mass

445,900 kg

3,403,321 kg

Dry Mass

27,222 kg

241,466 kg

418,700 kg

3,161,855 kg

2.3

1.89

Propellant Tank Pressure

350 kPa

1,250 kPa

Helium Tank Pressure

9.3 MPa

23.4 MPa

2

1.2

810 kg/m3

423 kg/m3

Density of Oxidizer

1,142 kg/m 3

1,142 kg/m3

Tank Material Density

2,851 kg/m3

2,851 kg/m3

455 MPa

455 MPa

Fuel Mass

126,879 kg

1,094,067 kg

Oxidizer Mass

291,821 kg

2,067,788 kg

Delta V

Propellant Mass
Oxygen to Fuel Ratio

Pressure Vessel Safety Factor
Density of Fuel

Yield Strength of Tank Material
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Helium Mass

437 kg

16,940 kg

Fuel Tank Volume

180,137 L

2,977,090 L

Oxidizer Tank Volume

293,865 L

2,082,273 L

Helium Tank Volume

29,240 L

453,534 L

Fuel Tank Mass

1,525 kg

54,765 kg

Oxidizer Tank Mass

2,524 kg

37,916 kg

Helium Tank Mass

5,242 kg

123,172 kg

470 kg

470 kg

13,265 kg

kg

Engine Mass
Non-propulsion Dry Mass

Second Stage

LOX/RP1 Gas Generator

LOX/CH4 Pressure Fed

Payload Mass

22,100 kg

22,100 kg

Delta V

5,621 m/s

5,621 m/s

Vacuum Specific Impulse

348 s

267 s

Percent Dry Mass

3.9 %

8.5 %

Vehicle Diameter

3.66 m

7.0 m

116,000 kg

614,434 kg

4,500 kg

52,288 kg

111,500 kg

562,146 kg

2.3

1.89

Propellant Tank Pressure

350 kPa

1,250 kPa

Helium Tank Pressure

9.3 MPa

23.4 MPa

Total Mass
Dry Mass
Propellant Mass
Oxygen to Fuel Ratio
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Pressure Vessel Safety Factor

2

1.2

810 kg/m3

423 kg/m3

Density of Oxidizer

1,142 kg/m 3

1,142 kg/m3

Tank Material Density

2,851 kg/m3

2,851 kg/m3

455 MPa

455 MPa

Fuel Mass

33,788 kg

194,514 kg

Oxidizer Mass

77,712 kg

367,632 kg

116 kg

3,012 kg

Fuel Tank Volume

47,970 L

529,296 L

Oxidizer Tank Volume

78,257 L

370,207 L

Helium Tank Volume

7,787 L

80,634 L

Fuel Tank Mass

506 kg

11,258 kg

Oxidizer Tank Mass

631 kg

6,109 kg

1,396 kg

21,899 kg

470 kg

470 kg

1,381 kg

562,146 kg

Density of Fuel

Yield Strength of Tank Material

Helium Mass

Helium Tank Mass
Engine Mass
Non-propulsion Dry Mass
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Mass Fraction (%)
100%
98%
96%
94%
92%
90%
88%
86%
LOX/RP1 Gas Generator

LOX/CH4 Pressure Fed

Propellant

Inert

Payload

Graph 5 Mass fraction
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Pressure Fed Second
Stage

Figure 4 SpaceX Falcon 9 (left) and a Falcon 9 scaled one and three quarters (right) Image
curtesy SpaceX
Conclusion
The results of the study indicate that a simple pressure fed launch vehicle for medium to
heavy payloads has its challenges. The size of the pressure fed vehicle must grow until the volume
of the propellant is sufficiently larger than the surface area of the tank. The mass of propellant
grows approximately with the cube of the scale while the surface area of the tanks grows with the
square of the scale. The difference in mass growth of the propellant tanks vs. the fuel mass allows
the pressure fed launch vehicle to be possible. However, the cost savings associated with switching
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to a pressure fed propulsion system have to be weighed with the cost of needing sixteen times more
raw materials and the facilities to prosses them.
Further research is needed in pressure fed launch vehicles to see if it could be a viable
alternative to traditional pump fed launch vehicles. For example, the percent dry mass of the
pressure fed vehicle will continue to decrease as the vehicle gets larger. While a pressure fed
medium lift launch vehicle may not be practical a heavy or super heavy lift launch vehicle may be
viable. In this study heating the helium, fuel, or oxidizer was not considered, but it is an option.
Liquid fuel and oxidizer can be heated in the engine until they are a gas and pumped into the
propellant tanks instead of using high-pressure helium tanks. Reducing the use of helium is
advantages because every kilogram removed from the high-pressure helium tank would provide
an equal mass of payload to orbit. Reducing the mass of the helium tank on just the second stage
could potentially double the payload mass to orbit.
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Chapter 3: Pressure-Fed Orbital Launch Vehicle Design and Analysis
Abstract
The introduction of a new launch vehicle must be justified with market economics where
the biggest obstacle has been developing a propulsion system that is robust, reliable and most of
all low cost. The University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) Aerospace Center is developing a
LOX/CH4 pressure fed engine with the potential to be robust, reliable, and low cost. In this study
a system of equations was developed to look at pressure-fed launch vehicle sensitivities and the
overall feasibility of a pressure-fed orbital launch vehicle. The results of the study show that a
pressure fed orbital launch vehicle utilizing CROME engines is operating at the limits of the ideal
rocket equation making the vehicle verry sensitive to changes in design. The pressure in the
propellant tanks, diameter of the first and second stage, the ΔV split, and the pressure in the helium
tank all play a large role in the Gross Lift-Off Mass (GLOM) of the rocket. The pressure in the
propellant tanks has the largest sensitivity and needs to be as low as possible for engine operation.
The ΔV split of the stages plays a large role in the GLOM of the vehicle, where moving away from
the ideal ΔV split between stages significantly increases GLOM. The diameter of the tanks has a
large influence in the mass of the vehicle where the lowest mass vehicle has spherical tanks and
the largest diameter. The research also shows the sensitivity of the pressure in the helium tank and
shows there is an ideal pressure for a given system and a higher or lower pressure helium tank will
result in a larger GLOM. After optimizing for the sensitivities above and with the given boundary
conditions the result is a vehicle configuration that is unlikely to reduce the cost of payloads to
orbit. However, the study does identify what changes would be needed to produce a viable launch
vehicle and provides a system of equations to evaluate the performance.
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Nomenclature
specific heat at constant pressure of helium
specific heat at constant volume of helium
change in velocity
change in velocity of first stage
change in velocity of second stage
diameter of rocket
factor of safety
standard gravitational acceleration
specific impulse
specific impulse of first stage
specific impulse of second stage
length of cylindrical section of fuel tank
helium mass needed for propellant tanks
mass of ullage helium in propellant tanks at launch
mass of helium in propellant tanks at MECO
mass of fuel
mass of fuel tank
mass of helium tank
molecular mass of helium
mass of oxidizer
mass of oxidizer tank
mass of payload
propellant mass
propellant mass of first stage
propellant mass of second stage
dry mass
dry mass of first stage
dry mass of second stage
mass of all tanks
propellant tank ullage factor
safety factor
percent of tank volume that is ullage
oxygen to fuel ratio
initial pressure of helium tank
pressure of propellant tank ullage
density of fuel
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density of oxidizer
density of tank material
universal gas constant
radius of helium tank
yield strength of tank material
initial temperature of helium tank
temperature of helium tank at MECO
average temperature of helium leaving the helium tank
temperature of helium in ullage at launch
temperature of helium in propellant tanks at MECO
tank dome wall thickness
tank cylindrical wall thickness
wall thickness of helium tank
volume of fuel
volume of helium tank
volume of oxidizer
total volume of propellant tanks
compressibility of helium
Introduction
The introduction of a new launch vehicle must be justified with market economics where the
biggest obstacle has been developing a propulsion system that is robust, reliable and most of all
low cost. [1] The engine is one component of an orbital launch vehicle and developing an orbital
launch vehicle is an exercise in competing goals. The competing goals gives rise to many
possible solutions to the design of an orbital launch vehicle. The challenge of orbital launch
vehicle design starts with the low margins dictated by the physics of the Earths gravitational well
and the tyranny of the ideal rocket equation. When a car breaks down it can usually be pushed to
the side of the road. When an orbital launch vehicle breaks down after leaving the launch pad the
vehicle is typically destroyed.
All US orbital launch vehicles utilize a high-performance solution to launching payloads to orbit,
with complex propulsion systems that maximize payload mass to orbit and minimize Gross Lift54

Off Mass GLOM. The high-performance solution is impressive, but is it the best possible
solution? In this paper a different approach is explored. The approach involves using lower
performance engines and structures at the cost of a much larger GLOM. The pressure fed launch
vehicle emphasizes reliability and low cost, with the intended goal is to build a tractor to plow a
field instead of using a supercar.
The Aerospace Center is in the development and testing of a LOX/CH4 pressure fed engine
under the name CROME. Pressure fed bi-propellant engines are one of the simplest rocket
engine designs. [2] A pressure fed engine does not have turbo machinery or pumps to provide
propellant to the thrust chamber. Instead, helium is used to pressurize the propellant tanks
feeding propellant into the combustion chamber. The simple design of the CROME engine
reduces the overall cost of a rocket engine by eliminating the costly and complex pumps and
turbomachinery used in other engine cycles to boost the propellant pressure from the propellant
tanks to the injector. The CROME engine uses film cooling only, eliminating the need for
regenerative or ablative cooling further reducing the cost of the engine. This study looks at the
design considerations of a pressure fed orbital launch vehicle and the optimization of the vehicle
within the constraints.
A pressure fed orbital launch vehicle is different than a pump fed launch vehicle. The primary
difference is pressure is used to drive propellants into the combustion chamber instead of a pump
and as a result a pressure fed vehicle is much larger than a traditional pump fed vehicle for the
same payload to orbit. The pressure fed engine also has lower performance in terms of specific
impulse and the lower specific impulse. The decrease in specific impulse drives the design to
decrease the dry mass of the vehicle to deliver the same payload to orbit and the pressure fed
vehicle requires the dry mass of the vehicle to increase, because heavier propellant tanks are
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required. The contradiction between the specific impulse decreasing and the dry mass increasing
makes the pressure fed launch vehicle less desirable. The percent dry mass is driven up by the
higher pressure in the propellant tanks needing more material to handle the additional stress from
the additional pressure. The percent dry mass is also increased by the amount of helium needed
to pressurize the propellant tanks and the high-pressure tank needed to hold the helium.

Mission
The number of satellites going to orbit is increasing each year. There are several launch vehicle
companies with backlogs of payloads waiting to get to orbit [3]. There are several launch vehicle
providers in the United States alone with backlogs of payloads waiting to be launched into orbit
without a single successful launch or a launch at all [4]. The military has indicated they are
interested in rapid payload service to orbit by a US company. The US military held a competition
for a rapid response launch vehicle without a winner [5]. The demand for launch vehicles is
currently outstripped by the demand. The vehicle design in this study is meant to compete for
payloads going to a Low Earth Orbit (LEO).

CROME Family of Engines
The UTEP Aerospace Center has designed a family of rocket engines for research
purposes. The engines are pintle injector film cooled LOX/CH4 pressure fed. The engines are
currently in development and testing at the Aerospace Center where the engines performance and
limits are currently being characterized. The CROME engine design does not use regenerative or
ablative cooling, but rather relies on film cooling along the chamber walls to keep the engine from
melting during operation [6]. There are several film cooling orifices along the injector plate
impinging liquid methane onto the combustion chamber walls. The liquid methane impinging on
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the combustion chamber wall keeps the tremendous heat of combustion from melting the engine.
The reliance on film cooling only results in a lower oxidizer to fuel ratio than an engine utilizing
regenerative and or ablative cooling along with film cooling. The oxygen to fuel ratio of the
CROME engine is 1.89, this gives the engine a sea level and vacuum specific impulse in Table 1
[7].
Table 11 CROME Engine Performance
Specific impulse of first stage engine at sea level
234 s
Specific impulse of second stage engine in vacuum

267 s

The specific impulse for the CROME engine is lower than the specific impulse of any other
orbital launch vehicle. The less efficient engines and the need for large high-pressure helium tanks
are primary design drivers for a pressure fed vehicle. The expected result is a vehicle that is larger
with a higher dry mass as a percentage of vehicle mass.
Pressure-Fed Launch Vehicle Design
The pressure fed launch vehicle is a two stage to orbit LOX/CH4 orbital launch vehicle.
With 2219 aluminum propellant tanks and the high-pressure helium tank made from the same
material. The propellant and helium tank mass is assumed to be half of the dry mass of each stage.
The design of the launch vehicle is constrained to the simplest pressure fed system possible. The
heating of any fluid to help pressurize the propellants is not considered in this study.
Materials and Methods
The design of the spacecraft is driven by meeting the minimum mission performance for a
particular payload mass. The propulsion system is based on the CROME engine developed and
currently undergoing testing at the UTEP Aerospace Center in El Paso, TX. The analytical models
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and solutions were solved using PTC’s MathCAD. A system of equations was developed for
parametric analysis. The variables have been listed in Table 2.
Table 12 Pressur- fed Launch Vehicle Variables
300 K
90 K
1.0034
3117.6 J/kg*K
5194.2 J/kg*K
2851 kg/m^3
422.62 kg/m^3
1142 kg/m^3
455 MPa
1.15
0.05
0.004003 kg/mol
1.25 MPa
1.2
1.89
1,000 kg
234 s
267 s
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9,200 m/s

Theory/calculation
Mission
The mission is to place a satellite or constellation of satellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) at
a 28° inclination. This represents a launch from Kendy Space Center in Florida. The pressure fed
vehicle should have the capability to deliver payloads to Sun Synchronous Orbit (SSO) and Geo
Transfer Orbit (GTO). However, with the significantly lower Isp particularly of the upper stage
the overall mass of the payloads will be smaller.
Table 13 Mission Requirements
Payload
Variable
Orbit

LEO

Inclination

28°

ΔV

9,200 m/s

Vehicle Design Drivers
The design of the pressure-fed launch vehicle is driven by the CROME rocket engine’s
performance. The CROME engine is currently under development at the UTEP Aerospace Center.
The engine used in the launch vehicle would not be the CROME engine currently under
development, but a larger flight version based on the current CROME engine design.
The propellant feed system for the launch vehicle is a single high pressure helium tank that
keeps the propellant tanks at a constant pressure during the launch. The design is meant to be as
simple as possible reducing complexity and increasing reliability. The use of heated helium or
heated propellants is not considered in the design of the pressure fed launch vehicle.
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The tanks in the pressure fed vehicle have thicker walls to reduce the stress form the higher
tank pressure. The thicker tank walls makes the tanks heaver and increases the challenge of
designing a pressure fed orbital rocket.
Assumptions
The tanks including the high-pressure helium tank is modeled with 2219 aluminum.
Aluminum tanks have flight heritage and are mostly homogeneous and isentropic. Assuming all
tanks are aluminum reduces the complexity of the analysis and increases the reliability of the study.
The analysis is not meant to be a comprehensive design of a pressure-fed orbital launch vehicle
but a study in the sensitivities of such a vehicle for future research.
Calculations
A system of equations is used to solve for the lowest possible GLOM given a set of inputs.
The ideal rocket equation is used to solve for the propellant mass given in equation ( 1). For this
analysis the ΔV for the mission is 9,200 m/s for orbital insertion.

( 76)
The inert mass of the propellant and helium high pressure tank can be determined with
general engineering principals. The dry mass of the propellant tanks, helium tank, and helium
needed to pressurize all the tanks can be determined as a function of the propellant mass. Equation
( 77) gives the mass of a cylindrical fuel tank with spherical dome ends. Using the equations ( 78),
( 79) for the stress of a spherical and cylindrical thin-walled pressure vessel and equation ( 80) to
reduce the mass of the fuel tank to the diameter of the rocket and the volume of fuel.
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( 77)

( 78)

( 79)

( 80)
Using equation ( 82) and ( 83) to convert the fuel volume to propellant mass and
simplifying gives equation ( 84). Equation ( 84) gives the dry mass of the fuel tank with respect to
the propellant mass and the diameter of the tank.

( 81)

( 82)

( 83)
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( 83)
Finding the same equation for the oxidizer tank follows equations ( 77) through ( 84)
replacing equation ( 83) with equation ( 85). Equation ( 86) gives the dry mass of the oxidizer tank
with respect to the propellant mass and the diameter of the tank.

( 84)

( 85)
The mass of the high-pressure helium tank and the helium inside can be determined with
equation ( 87). The equation for the stress of a thin-walled spherical pressure vessel is used to
determine the thickness of the helium tank walls. The radius of the tank a variable that is dependent
on the volume of the helium tank at liftoff. Equation ( 90) gives the mass of the helium tank and
the helium in the tank with respect to the volume and pressure of the helium tank at liftoff.

( 86)

( 87)

( 88)
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( 89)
The volume of the helium tank can be found by assuming the final pressure in the helium
tank, oxidizer tank, and the fuel tank need to be at the same pressure at main engine cutoff. Using
equation ( 91) the energy balance equation for the helium tank and solving for the initial volume
of the helium tank. Equation ( 92) solves for the volume of the helium tank assuming the pressure
in the tank will decrease and the internal energy of the helium in the tank will convert to enthalpy
of the helium leaving the tank and while the helium provides content pressure to the propellant
tanks.

( 90)

( 91)
Equation ( 93) the mass of helium entering the propellant tanks (m 3) is equal to the mass
of helium in the propellant tanks at main engine cutoff (m5) subtracted by the mass of helium in
the propellant tanks at liftoff (m4). Equation ( 94) substitutes the ideal gas equation for the mass
of the helium inside the propellant tanks at main engine cut off.

( 92)

( 93)
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The energy balance equation ( 95) gives the relationship between the helium flowing from
the helium tank to the propellant tanks. Equation ( 95) is solved for T 5 to get the temperature of
the helium in the propellant tanks at main engine cut off. The ideal gas equation is used to find the
mass of helium in the propellant tanks at liftoff in equation ( 96) and the average temperature of
the helium venting from the helium tank to the propellant tanks is the average of the temperature
of the helium in the helium tank between liftoff and main engine cut off.

( 94)

( 95)

( 96)

( 97)
Using the energy balance equation for the initial and final condition of the high-pressure
helium tank and solving for T2 the temperature of helium in the helium tank at main engine cut off
can be found. Finally, the volume of propellant is found combining equations ( 82),( 83), and
( 85).

( 98)
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( 99)

( 100)
The result is an equation for the mass of a spherical helium tank with a respect to propellant
mass and a known high pressure helium tank and propellant tank pressure.

( 101)
Finding the pressure of the high-pressure helium tank at liftoff is simple. Take the
derivative of equation ( 102) and set it to zero to find the ideal pressure for minimizing the helium
and helium tank mass.

( 102)

( 103)

( 104)
Solving equation ( 105) for P1 gives the ideal pressure for the high-pressure helium tank
given the propellant tank pressure and the mass of propellant. The maximum diameter of the
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propellant tanks will be limited to the diameter of a spherical oxidizer tank. Utilizing equation
( 106), ( 82), ( 85), and adding a factor to adjust the tank diameter gives equation ( 107). Overall,
the total and inert mass of the tanks increases as the diameter of the tanks decreases and the mass
of the tanks decreases as NT approaches one.

( 105)

( 106)
A spherical oxidizer tank is the largest propellant tank diameter for this study. The diameter
of the spherical helium tank defines the minimum propellant tank diameter resulting in a spherical
helium tank and a cylindrical fuel and oxidizer tanks. The diameter of the helium tank can be found
using the same system of equations used for the mass of the helium and helium tank. Equation
( 108) shows the solution for the diameter of the helium tank with respect to the mass of propellant.

( 107)
Combining equations ( 84),( 86), and ( 102) into equation ( 106) gives the total mass of the
propellant tanks with respect to the propellant mass.

( 108)
The unknowns for the system of equations includes D the diameter of the propellant tanks,
P1 the pressure of the helium tank at main engine cut off, the dry mass of the rocket and the
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propellant mass of the rocket. Combining equations ( 76),( 105),( 107), and ( 108) a solution for
the minimum dry mass for the tanks and helium can be found.
A solution can be found for a two stage to orbit system and equations ( 109),( 110). This
increases the number of unknowns from four to eight.

( 109)

( 110)
With eight unknown variables eight independent equations are needed. The first equation
solves for the ideal rocket equation for the launch vehicles second stage propellant mass. This
equation is the same as the single stage to orbit ideal rocket equation except the ΔV for each stage
is unknown. Using the system of equations developed for the single stage to orbit rocket a solution
for the minimum mass to orbit for a two stage to orbit rocket can be found.

( 111)
( 112)

( 113)
( 114)

( 115)
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The diameter of the propellant tanks can be solved for ether the maximum diameter with a
spherical oxidizer tank or the minimum diameter with the spherical helium tank.

( 116)

( 117)
Finally, the ideal ΔV split between the stages can be determined by taking the derivative
of the GLOM with respect to the second stage ΔV.

( 118)
Results
The result of the study has some interesting conclusions.










A pressure fed CROME LOX/CH4 single stage to orbit vehicle is not possible.
If the diameter of the first and second stage are different than the GLOM increases as the
diameter of the vehicle decreases.
If the first and second stage diameters are kept the same the gross liftoff weight decreases as the
diameter increases until a point, then the gross liftoff weight increases as the diameter increases.
With the system of equations, the ideal ΔV split between the stages can be determined.
There is an ideal pressure for the high-pressure helium tank that minimizes the vehicles GLOM.
The percent dry mass of the high-pressure tank, helium, and propellant tanks stays the same no
matter the scale.
A pressure fed single stage has a maximum ΔV of about 5,500 m/s.
The inert mass fraction of the two stage to orbit vehicle is close to the asymptote of the ideal
rocket equation.
Reducing the helium tank mass by half significantly decreased the vehicles GLOM
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Single Stage to Orbit
Not surprisingly a single stage to orbit rocket utilizing the UTEP Aerospace center derived
CROME engines in not possible. A vehicle with a vacuum engine specific impulse of 267 s would
need to have a dry mass fraction of less than 3%. Graph 1 shows the required dry mass fraction for
single stage to orbit as the GLOM of the rocket increases. The three lines on the graph represent
the GLOM for a small, medium, and heavy lift launch vehicle and clearly shows the lines
approaching but never reaching the 3% dry mass fraction limit. Calculating the mass of helium,
helium tanks, and propellant tanks revealed that the tanks alone would have an inert mass fraction
greater than 6%. With the dry mass of the tanks double the dry mass limit shows conclusively a
single stage to orbit vehicle is impossible. Trying to solve equation ( 76) and ( 113) results in no
solution and a maximum ΔV of approximately 5500 m/s for the vehicle. The maximum ΔV for the
single stage to orbit vehicle is 3,700 m/s less than the minimum ΔV required for orbit.

Graph 7 Dry mass to GLOM

The results show that a single stage to orbit LOX/CH4 pressure fed orbital launch vehicle
is theoretically possible, however the ratio of dry mass to propellant mass can never exceed 3%.
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Graph 1 shows a range of possible solutions, but a second equation is needed to determine if single
stage to orbit is possible with a pressure fed LOX/CH4.
With the constraints and assumptions in this analysis the solution results in a vehicle with
a dry mass fraction of 0% to a maximum of less than 3%. Observing Graph 1 reveals that the larger
the vehicle the larger the percentage of dry mass the vehicle can have and the percent of dry mass
increases verry quickly and therefore a larger vehicle is more efficient than a smaller one. The
second observation that can be taken from Figure 1 is the graph is hyperbolic. The efficiency
increases quickly and then increases more and more slowly. The asymptote is defined by the
specific impulse of the rocket engines and the ΔV the rocket must achieve. The rate at which
increasing the vehicles mass reaches the asymptote depends on the mass of the payload. Graph 1
shows a graph of a small, medium, and heavy lift launch vehicles percent dry mass with respect to
dry mass.
The percent dry mass of the helium, helium tank, and propellant tanks is 6.38%. This
represents the less than the minimum dry mass possible for the vehicle. Using only the tank dry
mass the ΔV limit is still under 9,200 m/s in order to reach orbit. Given a ΔV of 9,200 m/s and 267
s of specific impulse the maximum percent dry mass is less than 3%. With the calculated dry mass
of the vehicle twice as much as the dry mass of the maximum allowable makes single stage to orbit
impossible.
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Graph 2 GLOM to ΔV

The propellant tanks, high pressure helium tank, and the helium makes up approximately
six percent of the dry mass of the rocket. The percent dry mass is independent of the ΔV or payload
mass to orbit and therefore the mass of the tanks alone exceeds the three percent dry mass that is
the absolute maximum for a single stage to orbit vehicle with CROME engines. Graph 2 shows
the relationship between GLOM and ΔV for a rocket stage with a dry mass fraction of 11.4% and
12.3%. The 11.4% dry mass represents a rocket with a spherical oxidizer tank and the 12.3% dry
mass represents a rocket with a tank diameter equal to the helium tank diameter. The maximum
ΔV possible is around 5500 m/s assuming half of the launch vehicles dry mass is in the tanks. A
single stage to orbit launch vehicle is not an option. What about a two stage to orbit rocket?
Changing from a single stage to orbit vehicle to a two stage to orbit vehicle doubles the ΔV
potential. Instead of the vehicle having a ΔV of 5,500 m/s the vehicle has a maximum ΔV of 11,000
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m/s double that of the single stage rocket. 11,000 m/s is double the maximum ΔV of the single
stage to orbit vehicle and 1,800 m/s more than the minimum ΔV required for orbit.
Two Stage to Orbit
The two stage to orbit configuration satisfies the requirements for orbital launch. With the
system of equations developed several sensitivity studies have been traded for their sensitivity to
the vehicle design. With the low margins associated with orbital launch it is important to know
what design parameters influence GLOM and the magnitude of the effect.
The pressure in the propellant tanks has a significant effect on the mass of the launch
vehicle. Graph 3 shows the sensitivity of the propellant tank pressure on the GLOM of the launch
vehicle. The pressure in the propellant tanks drives the wall thickness of the propellant tanks and
the mass of helium needed to push the propellant into the combustion chamber. Increasing the
pressure increases the amount of helium needed increasing the pressure in the helium tank and
increasing the wall thickness of the helium tank.
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Propellant Tank Preessure Trade
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Graph 3 GLOM with respect to propellant tank pressure

The graph shows that the GLOM of the launch vehicle grows exponentially as the pressure
inside the propellant tanks increases. The pressure in the propellant tanks has the largest influence
on the GLOM of a pressure fed launch vehicle. Ultimately reducing the chamber pressure in the
engine and therefore reducing the pressure in the propellant tanks is the primary sensitivity and
design limitation on a pressure fed orbital launch vehicle. Looking at Graph 3 the GLOM of the
launch vehicle approaches its asymptote just over 1.55 MPa. At 1.55 MPa the mass of the vehicle
would need to be approximately 10,000,000 kg and impossible at a higher pressure.
The diameter of the propellant tanks has a significant influence on the gross liftoff mass of
the launch vehicle. Solving the system of equations ( 112),( 113),( 114),( 115),( 116), and ( 119)
and defining the diameter of the of the vehicle, the GLOM with respect to the diameter of the
vehicle can be found. Graph 4 illustrates the results of a vehicle with a second and first stage having
the same diameter and a vehicle configuration, where the second stage is allowed to be smaller
than the first stage. The orange line plots the GLOM of a rocket with respect to the diameter. The
graph shows that the GLOM of a same stage size rocket will decrease as the diameter of the rocket
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increases from 1.5 m to 3.31 m. Once the diameter of the vehicle reaches 3.31 m the GLOM of the
rocket increases exponentially with the GLOM of the vehicle growing by an order of magnitude
at a 9 m diameter. At 9 m the oxidizer tank on the first stage is completely spherical and the first
and second stages are the same size. The blue line in the graph represents a vehicle with a second
stage equal to or smaller than the first stage. The GLOM of the vehicle continually decreases as
the diameter of the tanks increase with the 9 m first stage vehicle having the lowest GLOM.

Vehicle Diameter Trade
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Graph 4 GLOM with respect to propellant tank diameter
In Graph 4 the two vehicle configurations have the same decreasing mass as the diameter
of the tanks increases until the diameter reaches 3.31 m. The two lines follow each other because
both vehicles have the same diameter first and second stage and the same ΔV split. Once the two
vehicle configurations reach a diameter of 3.31 m the oxidizer tank of the second stage is spherical,
and the two configurations diverge. The rocket with different first and second stage diameters the
second stage shrinks only slightly as the diameter of the rocket increases and the rocket actives its
minimum GLOM once the oxidizer tank on the second stage is spherical. The other configuration
where the diameter of the first and second stages are kept the same the GLOM of the vehicle
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increases dramatically as the diameter of both stages’ increases. The mass of the rocket is driven
up by the boundary conditions set by forcing both stages to be the same diameter. The upper stage
increases in size maintaining a spherical oxidizer tank increasing the ΔV of the second stage. The
divergence of the two configurations is a consequence of the ΔV split between the first and second
stage. In the configuration where the two diameters is allowed to be different the ΔV split is
maximized by equation ( 119). In the configuration with the first and second stage have the same
diameter the second stage is larger than ideal and because the payload mass does not increase the
ΔV of the second stage increases. The ideal ΔV for the second stage is around 5,000 m/s and as
the diameter of the second stage increases due to the increase in propellant mass the second stage
approaches the 5,500 m/s limit in Graph 2.
The helium tank pressure plays a role in the design of the pressure fed rocket. Graph 5
shows the gross mass of the launch vehicle with respect to the helium tank pressure. As the helium
tank pressure increases the diameter of the helium tank decreases and the mass of helium needed
decreases reducing the mass of the helium tank Graph 6. At approximately 33.7 MPa the maximum
efficiency of the helium tank is found and increasing or decreasing the pressure in the helium tank
increases the GLOM of the launch vehicle. The GLOM decreases dramatically as the pressure
increases to 33.7 MPa. After 33.7 MPa the GLOM of the launch vehicle increases gradually as the
pressure of the helium tank increases.
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Helium Tank Preessure Trade
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Graph 5 GLOM to helium tank pressure

Graph 6 Helium tank mass to propellant tank pressure
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There are unlimited launch vehicle configurations that can be traded and studied, Table 4
shows four of the possibilities. The four configurations are meant give an example of results of
specific decisions in order to give an intuition in the design of a pressure fed orbital launch vehicle.
The first configuration in Table 4 is a vehicle with a first and second stage diameter equal to the
stage’s spherical oxidizer tank. This configuration is the shortest and widest configuration and has
the lowest GLOM. The second scenario is a vehicle with the first stage diameter equal to the first
stage helium tank diameter and the second stage diameter equal to the second stage helium tank
diameter. The second scenario results in cylindrical fuel and oxidizer tanks. This configuration is
the heaviest configuration. The third configuration has a first and second stage the same diameter
as the second stage spherical oxidizer tank. The third scenario is the lowest GLOM of a rocket
with an first and second stage of the same diameter. The fourth scenario the first stage vehicle
diameter is set equal to the first stage spherical helium tank diameter and the second stage vehicle
diameter is set equal to the second stage spherical oxidizer tank diameter. The fourth configuration
is a compromise of the other three configurations.
Table 14 Vehicle diameter
Vehicle with
vehicle with

Vehicle with

Second stage

spherical oxidizer

helium tank

same diameter

oxidizer tank

tank

diameter

upper and lower

diameter first

stage diameter

stage helium
tank diameter

First stage diameter

8.89 m

5.61 m

3.31 m

5.05 m

First stage fuel tank

9.1 m

30.6 m

60.1 m

26.4 m

length
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First stage oxidizer

8.9 m

27.1 m

55.2 m

24.4 m

18.0 m

57.7 m

115.4 m

50.8 m

3.16 m

1.8 m

3.31 m

3.29 m

4.1 m

12.1 m

4.3 m

4.2 m

3.2 m

8.7 m

3.3 m

3.3 m

7.2 m

20.8 m

7.6 m

7.5 m

Total tank length

25.3 m

78.5 m

123 m

58.3 m

GLOM

663,716 kg

1,120,055 kg

848,076 kg

824,090 kg

tank length
First stage total tank
length
Second stage
diameter
Second stage fuel
tank length
Second stage
oxidizer tank length
Second stage total
tank length

Looking at the data in table Table 4 the first scenario where the vehicles first and second
stage diameter is equal to the diameter of the spherical oxidizer tank has the lowest GLOM. This
is because the cylindrical sections of the propellant tanks have twice the wall thickness of the
spherical sections of the tank and the fist scenario has the most spherical sections. While the first
configuration has the lowest GLOM it also has the largest diameter and shortest length. The large
diameter of the first stage will increase aerodynamic loads on the rocket on its way to orbit.
Therefor the increase in ΔV from aerodynamic drag would increase the first configurations GLOM
considerably.
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The second scenario has the heaviest GLOM. The vehicle first and second stage is the same
diameter as the helium tanks in the first and second stage and this significantly increases the length
of the cylindrical sections of the tank. Since the wall thickness of the cylindrical sections of the
tanks is thicker the rocket ends up heavier. This configuration has a reasonably small diameter but
is verry long and the upper stage is unnecessarily narrow. While the narrow vehicle may reduce
aerodynamic drag the dynamic stress on the vehicle would increase the bending loads requiring
more structural support and an even heavier GLOM.
The third scenario results in the tallest and narrowest configuration. The third configuration
keeps the upper and lower stage the same diameter. This scenario is 3.31 m wide and over 123 m
tall. This is an extreme length over diameter vehicle that is not reasonable, but increasing the
diameter as shown in Graph 4 would result in a vehicle that gets exponentially heavier as the
diameter of the vehicle increases.
The fourth configuration combines the maximum efficiency of the second stage with a
lower drag first stage. In the fourth scenario the first stage vehicle diameter is equal to the spherical
helium tank diameter and the second stage diameter is equal to the second stage spherical oxidizer
tank diameter. This maximizes the performance of the second stage reducing the mass the first
stage must lift. The first stage sacrifices mass efficiency for aerodynamic efficiency. This gives
the fourth configuration the second lowest GLOM and a reasonable length over diameter.
Taking the fourth vehicle configuration a trade of payload mass to orbit for a mini, small,
medium, and heavy lift launch vehicle was analyzed to see the effects on gross, stage, and dry
mass. Table 5 list several of the masses and characteristics of the four sized launch vehicles.

Total
Payload Mass to Orbit
GLOM

Table 15 Results
Mini Lift
Small Lift
100 kg

1,000 kg

82,409 kg

824,090 kg
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Medium Lift

Heavy Lift

10,000 kg

35,000 kg

8,240,905 kg

28,843,166 kg

First Stage
Payload + Second Stage Mass

Mini Lift

Small Lift

Medium Lift

Heavy Lift

3,316 kg

33,161 kg

331,610 kg

1,160,635 kg

5,035 m/s

5,035 m/s

5,035 m/s

5,035 m/s

234 s

234 s

234 s

234 s

Percent Inert Mass

12.8 %

12.8 %

12.8 %

12.8 %

Vehicle Diameter

2.34 m

5.05 m

10.87 m

16.51 m

Total Mass

79,093 kg

790,929 kg

7,909,295 kg

27,682,531 kg

Dry Mass

10,103 kg

101,031 kg

1,010,314 kg

kg

Propellant Mass

68,990 kg

689,898 kg

kg

3,536,099 kg

1.89

1.89

1.89

1.89

Propellant Tank Pressure

1,250 kPa

1250 kPa

1250 kPa

1250 kPa

Helium Tank Pressure

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

ΔV
Sea Level Specific Impulse

Oxygen to Fuel Ratio

Pressure Vessel Safety Factor

Second Stage
Payload Mass

Mini Lift

Small Lift

Medium Lift

Heavy Lift

100 kg

1,000 kg

10,000 kg

35,000 kg

4,165 m/s

4,165 m/s

4,165 m/s

4,165 m/s

267 s

267 s

267 s

267 s

Percent Dry Mass

12.0 %

12.0 %

12.0 %

12.0 %

Vehicle Diameter

1.53 m

3.29 m

7.09 m

10.76 m

3,216 kg

32,161 kg

321,610 kg

1,125,635 kg

385 kg

3,847 kg

38,473 kg

134,656 kg

ΔV
Vacuum Specific Impulse

Total Mass
Dry Mass
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Propellant Mass

2,831 kg

28,314 kg

283,137 kg

990,979 kg

1.89

1.89

1.89

1.89

Propellant Tank Pressure

1,250 kPa

1,250 kPa

1,250 kPa

1,250 kPa

Helium Tank Pressure

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Oxygen to Fuel Ratio

Pressure Vessel Safety Factor

Looking at the data in Table 5 everything scales proportionally with the payload mass.
There is no increase or decrease in the percent dry mass. Increasing the payload mass by an order
of magnitude increases the GLOM of the vehicle by an order of magnitude.
Conclusion
The introduction of a new launch vehicle needs to be supported by market economics. The
CROME engine has the potential to significantly reduce the cost of rocket engines used in orbital
launch. The research in this paper performed by The University of Texas at El Paso Aerospace
Center has identified key metrics for the development of a pressure fed orbital launch vehicle.
Single stage to orbit is not an option with a simple pressure fed system utilizing the CROME
engines. The maximum ΔV for a stage is approximately 5,500 m/s and the minimum ΔV for orbit
is 9,200 m/s. A two stage to orbit vehicle is possible because the total ΔV for two stages is 11,000
m/s, more than the ΔV for an orbital launch. The research shows the propellant tank pressure plays
a significant role in the design constraints of the pressure fed vehicle and low propellant tank
pressure is critical to the design of the vehicle. The diameter of the stages is also a critical design
consideration. Changing the stage size away from the ideal ΔV split results in an exponential
increase in the GLOM of the launch vehicle. The helium tank pressure is important and plays a
role in the vehicle GLOM. The helium tank does have an ideal pressure that minimizes GLOM
and decreasing the pressure of the helium tank greatly increases the GLOM of the vehicle and
increasing the helium pressure gradually increases the gross mass of the vehicle. The mass of the
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payload to orbit does not significantly change the configuration of the vehicle with the GLOM of
the launch vehicle growing proportionately with the payload mass.
The results from this study show several sensitivities to the design of a pressure fed orbital
launch vehicle. The factor that stands out the most is the size and mass of the vehicle required. For
a small 1,000 kg payload to orbit the launch vehicle would need to weigh more than 660,000 kg.
The pressure fed stages are verry close to the asymptote of the ideal rocket equation and any small
change in dry mass or payload mass has a large effect on the GLOM of the launch vehicle. The
Saturn V rocket GLOM was approximately 3,000,000 kg and the medium lift pressure fed vehicle
was approximately 8,250,000 kg. The cost of building a orbital launch vehicle three times larger
than the Saturn V does not justify the money saved producing the rocket engines. However,
because the solution to the ideal rocket equation is so close to the ideal rocket equations asymptote
in Graph 2 decreasing the inert mass even by a small amount can have a large impact on the GLOM
of the launch vehicle. For example, in this study the 10,000 kg payload medium lift launch vehicle
would weigh approximately 8,250,000 kg. Reducing the high-pressure helium tank mass by 50%
results in a pressure fed medium lift launch vehicle GLOM of approximately 500,000 kg. A 50%
reduction in the mass of the helium tank reduces the GLOM of the launch vehicle by over an order
of magnitude. Reducing the mass of the helium tank by 50% is reasonable considering the tank is
assumed to be constructed from 2219 aluminum and the helium is not heated. Converting the tank
from aluminum to a Class V carbon fiber composite pressure vessel or heating the helium in the
engine before venting it into the propellant tanks could reduce the mass of the helium tanks by
50% or more.
Future research is needed to identify other sensitivities to the GLOM of a pressure fed
launch vehicle such as bending loads during launch, and intertank/interstage masses. A pressure
fed launch vehicle would benefit greatly from the use of composite structures and heating of
helium and propellants to provide tank pressure and cool the engines.
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Chapter 4: Pressure-Fed Lunar Lander Design and Analysis
Abstract
The University of Texas at El Paso Aerospace Center is developing a LOX/CH4 engine for
lunar exploration. The vehicle is designed to transport a payload to the lunar surface from a trans
lunar injection orbit to the lunar surface and back to lunar orbit. The vehicle utilizes one stage to
perform all the maneuvers from trans lunar injection to the lunar surface and a second stage
utilizing the same main engine back to lunar orbit. The purpose of the vehicle design is to reduce
complexity and increase reliability by utilizing the same engine for descent and ascent. The lunar
vehicle would have the capability to explore the lunar surface and return samples to low lunar orbit
for orbital rendezvous. The study shows that the vehicle is sensitive to the thrust of the common
main engine and for a given payload mass there is an ideal thrust that maximizes payload mass to
orbit and minimizes the gross mass of the vehicle overall. The study also shows that the thrust to
weight ratio of the lunar vehicle needs to increase logarithmically as the mass of the vehicle
increases. The study shows that a vehicle with a payload mass of 1,000 kg would have an ideal
thrust to weight ratio of 2.6 while a vehicle with a 10,000 kg payload would have an ideal thrust
to weight ratio of 18.2.
Nomenclature
specific heat at constant pressure of helium
specific heat at constant volume of helium
change in velocity
change in velocity of descent stage
change in velocity of ascent stage
lunar landing terminal decent
liftoff
lunar orbital insertion
liftoff attitude control
lunar orbit correction maneuvers
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trans lunar injection trajectory correction maneuvers
trans lunar injection mid-course correction maneuvers
lunar orbital insertion trajectory correction maneuvers
lunar landing mid-course correction
diameter of rocket
factor of safety
standard gravitational acceleration
specific impulse
helium mass needed for propellant tanks
mass of ullage helium in propellant tanks at launch
mass of helium in propellant tanks at MECO
mass of fuel
mass of fuel tank
mass of helium tank
molecular mass of helium
mass of oxidizer
mass of oxidizer tank
mass of payload
propellant mass
propellant mass of first stage
propellant mass of second stage
dry mass of first stage
dry mass of second stage
mass of all tanks
propellant tank ullage factor
safety factor
number of tanks
percent of tank volume that is ullage
oxygen to fuel ratio
initial pressure of helium tank
pressure of propellant tank ullage
density of fuel
density of oxidizer
density of tank material
universal gas constant
radius of helium tank
yield strength of tank material
initial temperature of helium tank
temperature of helium tank at MECO
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average temperature of helium leaving the helium tank
temperature of helium in ullage at launch
temperature of helium in propellant tanks at MECO
tank wall thickness
wall thickness of helium tank
volume of fuel
volume of helium tank
volume of oxidizer
total volume of propellant tanks
compressibility of helium

Introduction
Landing a human on the moon in 1969 is considered one of the greatest engineering
accomplishments in human history. The Apollo program represents the first and only time
humanity has been on a celestial body other than earth. It has been more than fifty years since the
first steps on the moon and the Artemis program aims to place a permanent human presence on
and around the moon. With the beginning of NASA’s Artemis program and the Commercial Lunar
Payload Service (CLPS) program the United States is going back to the moon to stay [1].
The Aerospace Center is in the development and testing of a LOX/CH4 pressure-fed engine
under the name CROME. Pressure-fed bi-propellant engines are one of the simplest rocket engine
designs. [2] A pressure-fed engine does not have turbo machinery or pumps to provide propellant
to the thrust chamber. Instead, helium is used to pressurize the propellant tanks feeding propellant
into the combustion chamber. The simple design of the CROME engine reduces the overall cost
of a rocket engine by eliminating the costly and complex pumps and turbomachinery used in other
engine cycles to boost the propellant pressure from the propellant tanks to the injector. The
CROME engine uses film cooling only, eliminating the need for regenerative or ablative cooling
further reducing the cost of the engine. This study looks at the design considerations of a pressurefed lunar lander and the optimization of the vehicle within the constraints.
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A pressure-fed LOX/CH4 lunar lander is different than lunar landers that have been used
in the past. The Surveyor lunar landers relied on a combination of solid rocket motors and
hypergolic bipropellant veneer engines [3]. The Apollo Lunar Module used hypergolic
bipropellants for decent engine and the accent engine. The choice to use a pressure-fed hypergolic
propulsion system for lunar missions is understandable, because it is a simple and reliable design.
The pressure-fed system eliminates the need for pumps while the hypergolic propellants eliminate
the need for ignitors [4]. The disadvantage of hypergolic propellants compared to LOX/CH4 is
that the oxidizer is extremely toxic, corrosive [5].
Mission
The CROME lander is designed to deliver a payload to the lunar surface and return a
payload to low lunar orbit. As an example, the CROME lander has the capability to transport a
lunar rover from trans lunar injection to the lunar surface. The rover can then conduct science
research and collect lunar surface samples. The lunar surface samples can then be placed in the
ascent stage of the lunar spacecraft where the samples would be transferred to low lunar orbit for
lunar rendezvous.
CROME Family of Engines
The UTEP’s Aerospace Center has designed a family of rocket engines for research
purposes. The engines are pintle injector film cooled LOX/CH4 pressure-fed. The engines are
currently in development and testing at the Aerospace Center where the engines performance and
limits are currently being characterized. The CROME engine design does not use regenerative or
ablative cooling, but rather relies on film cooling along the chamber walls to keep the engine from
melting during operation [6]. There are several film cooling orifices along the injector plate
impinging liquid methane onto the combustion chamber walls. The liquid methane impinging on
the combustion chamber wall keeps the tremendous heat of combustion from melting the engine.
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The reliance on film cooling only results in a lower oxidizer to fuel ratio than an engine utilizing
regenerative and or ablative cooling along with film cooling. The oxygen to fuel ratio of the
CROME engine is 1.89, this gives the engine a sea level and vacuum specific impulse in Table 1
[7].
Table 16 CROME Engine Performance
Specific impulse of first stage engine at sea level
234 s
Specific impulse of second stage engine in vacuum

267 s

The specific impulse for the CROME engine is lower than the specific impulse of any other
orbital launch vehicle. The less efficient engines and the need for large high-pressure helium tanks
are primary design drivers for a pressure-fed vehicle. The expected result is a vehicle that is larger
with a higher dry mass as a percentage of vehicle mass.
Pressure-fed LOX/CH4 Lander Design
The CROME lunar lander is a two-stage decent and ascent vehicle. The lander needs to be
able to perform a series of maneuvers from trans lunar injection to the lunar surface and back to
lunar orbit. The first stage of the lander will take the vehicle from trans lunar injection to the lunar
surface. The second stage of the vehicle will separate from the first stage at the lunar surface and
launch into lunar orbit. The lander reuses the same engine for the first and second stage. The lander
will land with the first and second stage, engine, and payload. Once the samples are loaded into
the payload bay the ascent stage will separate from the descent stage using the decent stage engine.
This allows the ascent stage to leave the mass of the descent stages tanks and landing gear on the
lunar surface and use the decent engine for the ascent to lunar orbit.
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Materials and Methods
The design of the spacecraft is driven by meeting the minimum mission performance for a
particular payload mass. The propulsion system is based on the CROME engine developed and
currently undergoing testing at the UTEP Aerospace Center in El Paso, TX. The analytical models
and solutions were solved using PTC’s MathCAD. A system of equations was developed for
parametric analysis. The variables have been listed in Table 2.
Table 17 Pressure- fed Launch Vehicle Variables
300 K
90 K
1.0034
3117.6 J/kg*K
5194.2 J/kg*K
2851 kg/m^3
422.62 kg/m^3
1142 kg/m^3
455 MPa
1.15
0.05
0.004003 kg/mol
1.25 MPa
1.2
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1.89
267 s

Theory/calculation
Mission
The CROME lunar lander delivers a payload to the lunar surface for research and
exploration. The lunar lander will perform a lunar orbital insertion from a trans lunar injection
orbit of approximately 880 m/s. The spacecraft will then perform a deorbit burn from low lunar
orbit of approximately 15 m/s. As the lander approaches the lunar surface the vehicle will perform
an approximately 2000 m/s landing burn resulting in a soft landing on the lunar surface. The
vehicle will then perform a launch to lunar orbit with a separate ascent stage of approximately
1,700 m/s [8].

Lunar landing maneuvers

Table 18 ΔV maneuvers
ΔV

Trans lunar injection trajectory correction

20 m/s

maneuvers

Propulsion system
Reaction control
engines

Trans lunar injection mid-course correction

5 m/s

maneuvers

Reaction control
engines

Lunar orbital insertion trajectory correction

5 m/s

maneuvers

Reaction control
engines

Lunar orbital insertion

880 m/s
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Main engine

Lunar orbit trajectory correction maneuvers

10 m/s

Reaction control
engines

Lunar decent burn

15 m/s

Reaction control
engines

Lunar landing burn

Main engine

Lunar landing mid-course correction

10 m/s

Reaction control
engines

Lunar landing terminal decent

50 m/s

Main engine

Lunar ascent maneuvers

ΔV

Propulsion system

Liftoff

50 m/s

Main Engine

Liftoff attitude control

10 m/s

Reaction control
engines

Lunar orbital insertion

Lunar orbit correction

Main Engine

5 m/s

Reaction control

maneuvers

engines

Minimum ΔV
Lunar landing maneuvers

2,907 m/s*

Lunar ascent maneuvers

1,764 m/s*

Total

4,671 m/s*

* Dependent on gravitational losses
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Vehicle Design Drivers
The design of the LOX/CH4 lunar lander/launch vehicle is driven by the CROME rocket
engine’s performance. The CROME engine is currently under development at the UTEP
Aerospace Center. The engine used in the launch vehicle would not be the CROME engine
currently under development, but a larger flight version based on the current CROME engine
design.
The propellant feed system for the lander/launch vehicle is a single high pressure helium
tank that keeps the propellant tanks at a constant pressure during flight. The design is meant to be
as simple as possible reducing complexity and increasing reliability. The use of heated helium or
heated propellants is not considered in the design of the LOX/CH4 lander/launch vehicle.
The advantage of a LOX/CH4 lunar lander/launch vehicle is that the propellants are
considered green and therefore do need as stringent safety requirements as hypergolic propellants.
LOX/CH4 can be passively cooled with minimal boiloff unlike hypergolic propellants that need
to be actively kept warm in order to prevent the propellants from freezing solid. The tradeoff is the
LOX/CH4 engine needs to be ignited as opposed to hypergolic propellants that ignite on contact
with each other [9].
Assumptions
The tanks including the high-pressure helium tank is modeled with 2219 aluminum.
Aluminum tanks have flight heritage and are mostly homogeneous and isentropic. Assuming all
tanks are aluminum reduces the complexity of the analysis and increases the reliability of the study.
The analysis is not meant to be a comprehensive design of a LOX/CH4 lunar lander/ascent vehicle
but a study in the sensitivities of such a vehicle for future research.
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Calculations
A system of equations was used to perform the analysis of the two-stage ascent/decent
lunar vehicle. The ideal rocket equation ( 119) relates the initial mass of the vehicle as it enters
trans lunar injection. The final mass of equation ( 119) is the mass of the lander after a soft landing
on the lunar surface. The initial mass of the lander includes the mass of the payload, the dry and
wet mass of the ascent stage, and the wet and dry mass of the descent stage. The final mass of the
decent stage includes everything in the initial mass minus the propellant mass of the descent stage.

( 119)
The total ΔV for the descent stage is expressed in equation ( 120). The equation includes
the various trajectory correction maneuvers, lunar orbital insertion, and lunar entry, decent, and
landing. The total ΔV for the descent stage includes orbital maneuvers for getting the vehicle into
lunar orbit from trans lunar injection and lunar entry decent and landing. The of the lunar decent
is dependent on the initial mass of the vehicle as it deorbits from low lunar orbit and the thrust the
main engine can generate. The dependent variables account for gravitational loses during the
descent to the lunar surface.

( 120)
The initial and final mass of the ascent stage can be found using the ideal rocket equation
( 121) and the ΔV for launch from the lunar surface. The initial mass of the ascent stage includes
the payload mass and the wet and dry mass of the ascent stage.
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( 121)
The ΔV for the ascent stage includes the ΔV for liftoff ascent and orbital insertion into low
lunar orbit.

( 122)
Equations ( 119), ( 120), ( 121), and ( 122) are used together with the equations for the
inert mass of the lunar vehicle stages and the ΔV for each stage.
The inert mass of the propellant and helium high pressure tank can be determined with
general engineering principals. The dry mass of the engine, propellant tanks, helium tank, and
helium needed to pressurize all the tanks can be determined as a function of the propellant mass.
Equation ( 120) gives the mass of a spherical tank. Using the equations ( 124) for the stress of a
spherical thin-walled pressure vessel and equation ( 123) gives the total dry mass of the fuel tank
or tanks.

( 123)

( 124)
Using equation ( 125) and ( 126) to convert the fuel volume to propellant mass and
simplifying gives equation ( 127). Equation ( 127) gives the dry mass of the fuel tank with respect
to the propellant mass and the diameter of the tank. The lunar vehicle may have any number of
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tanks so the equation for the dry mass of the propellant tanks is multiplied by the number of each
propellant tank NT.

( 125)

( 126)
The total volume of the fuel tanks includes the propellant mass, but also includes the ullage
volume in the tank, the volume of propellant that is expected to boil off, and the volume of
propellant that is expected to remain in the lunar vehicle at the end.

( 127)

( 128)

( 129)
Finding the same equation for the oxidizer tank follows equations ( 123) through ( 129)
replacing equation ( 126) with equation ( 128). Equation ( 129) gives the dry mass of the oxidizer
tank with respect to the propellant mass and the number of oxidizer tanks. Looking at equation
( 129) and ( 131) the number of tanks does not influence the dry mass of the propellant tanks. The
variable for the number of propellant tanks cancels out.
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( 130)

( 131)
The mass of the high-pressure helium tank and the helium inside can be determined with
equation ( 132). The equation for the mass of the helium tank and the helium inside is multiplied
by the number of helium tanks NT.

( 132)

( 133)

( 134)

( 135)
The volume of the helium tank can be found by assuming the final pressure in the helium
tank, oxidizer tank, and the fuel tank need to be at the same pressure at main engine cutoff. Using
equation ( 134) the energy balance equation for the helium tank and solving for the initial volume
of the helium tank. Equation ( 135) solves for the volume of the helium tank assuming the pressure
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in the tank will decrease and the internal energy of the helium in the tank will convert to enthalpy
of the helium leaving the tank while the helium provides content pressure to the propellant tanks.

( 136)

( 137)
Equation ( 136) the mass of helium entering the propellant tanks (m 3) is equal to the mass
of helium in the propellant tanks at main engine cutoff (m5) subtracted by the mass of helium in
the propellant tanks at engine start (m4). Equation ( 137) substitutes the ideal gas equation for the
mass of the helium inside the propellant tanks at main engine cut off.

( 138)

( 139)
The energy balance equation ( 138) gives the relationship between the helium flowing from
the helium tank to the propellant tanks. Equation ( 138) is solved for T 5 to get the temperature of
the helium in the propellant tanks at main engine cut off. The ideal gas equation is used to find the
mass of helium in the propellant tanks at main engine start in equation ( 139) and the average
temperature of the helium venting from the helium tank to the propellant tanks is the average of
the temperature of the helium in the helium tank between main engine start and main engine cut
off.
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( 140)

( 141)

( 142)

( 143)
Using the energy balance equation for the initial and final condition of the high-pressure
helium tank and solving for T2 the temperature of helium in the helium tank at main engine cut off
can be found. Finally, the volume of propellant is found combining equations ( 125),( 126), and
( 128).

( 144)

( 145)

( 146)
The result is an equation for the mass of a spherical helium tank with a respect to propellant
mass and a known high pressure helium tank and propellant tank pressure.
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( 147)
Finding the ideal pressure of the high-pressure helium tank is simple. Take the derivative
of equation ( 145) and set it to zero to find the ideal pressure for minimizing the helium and helium
tank mass.

( 148)

( 149)

( 150)
Solving equation ( 148) for P1 gives the ideal pressure for the high-pressure helium tank
given the propellant tank pressure and the mass of propellant. The number of tanks does not affect
the mass of the propellant tanks, helium tanks, or the mass of helium. Overall, the total and inert
mass of the tanks increases as the diameter of the tanks decreases and the mass of the tanks
decreases as NT approaches one.

( 151)

( 152)
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( 153)
Combining equations ( 127),( 129), and ( 145) into equation ( 149) gives the total mass of
the propellant tanks with respect to the propellant mass.

( 154)
The unknowns for the system of equations includes P1 the pressure of the helium tank at
main engine cut off, the dry mass of the rocket and the propellant mass of the rocket. Combining
equations ( 119),( 150),( 152), and ( 154) a solution for the minimum dry mass for the tanks and
helium can be found.
A solution can be found for a two stage to orbit system and equations ( 152),( 153). This
increases the number of unknowns from four to eight.

( 155)

( 156)
With eight unknown variables eight independent equations are needed. The first equation
solves for the ideal rocket equation for the ascent vehicles propellant mass ( 157). The ascent and
descent ΔV is dependent on the thrust to weight ratio of the vehicles gross mass ( 159),( 162). The
propellant mass of the descent stage is determined with equation ( 160). The pressure inside the
helium tank is found with equation ( 163). And the inert mass of the descent and ascent stages is
found using equations ( 158)( 161).
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( 157)

( 158)

( 159)

( 160)

( 161)

( 162)

( 163)

( 164)
Finally, the ideal trust for the common decent/ascent engine can be found by varying the
thrust and looking at the gross mass of the lunar vehicle.
Results
The result of the study has some interesting conclusions.
•

The same engine can be used for ascent as descent.

•

The number of spherical tanks does not affect the mass of the lander.

•

As the payload mass increases the percent dry mass of the lunar vehicle decreases.
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•

There is an ideal pressure for the high-pressure helium tank that minimizes the
vehicles gross mass.

•

Reducing the helium tank mass by half significantly decreased the vehicles GLOM

•

The thrust of the main engine needs to increase as the payload mass increases.

•

The ideal thrust to wight ratio increases logarithmically as the payload mass
increases

Descent/ascent Vehicle
Reusing the same engine for the ascent stage as the descent stage is one of the primary
design drivers for this study. The second primary design driver is that the payload mass to the lunar
surface is the same as the payload mass to low lunar orbit. This results in an interesting interaction
between the mass of the ascent stage and the gravity losses of the descent stage and the main
engine.
Graph 1 shows the gross mass of the descent/ascent vehicle with respect to the thrust of the
main engine. The graph shows the gross mass of the ascent/descent vehicle with payload. Graph 1
also shows the lowest gross mass for a given payload with respect to thrust. The doted yellow line
connects the lowest mass points for a given payload and shows that the thrust for a given payload
needs to increase as the mass of the payload increases. Graph 1 indicates that for a given payload
mass there is an ideal thrust that delivers the maximum payload for the least gross vehicle mass
and that thrust increases as the payload mass increases. The graph also shows that the gross mass
of the ascent/descent vehicle is hyperbolic and as the thrust of the main engine decreases past the
ideal thrust the gravitational losses force the gross mass of the vehicle to approach an asymptote
and go to infinity.
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Thrust VS Gross Mass
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Graph 8Thrust vs gross mass

Graph 2 shows the gross mass of the descent/ascent vehicle with respect to thrust to weight
ratio for one sixth earth standard gravity instead of thrust. One sixth earth standard gravity is
approximately the gravitational acceleration at the lunar surface. Looking at the gross mass of the
descent/ascent vehicle with respect to thrust to weight ratio allows for a proportional comparison
of descent/ascent vehicles with respect to gross mass and thrust. Graph 2 shows that the gross mass
of the descent/ascent vehicle has an ideal thrust to weight ratio just as Graph 1 for a given payload.
Graph 2 also shows that the ideal thrust to weight ratio for a given payload mass increases
logarithmically when the payload mass increases. The graph also shows that the increasing the
thrust to weight ratio for a given payload does increase the overall mass of the descent/ascent
vehicle but not as significantly as decreasing the thrust to weight ratio from the ideal thrust ratio.
For all payload masses the minimum thrust to weight ratio was approximately 0.74. At a thrust to
weight ratio of approximately 0.74 gravity losses take over and the mass of the vehicle goes to
infinity for all payload masses.
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Thrust to Weight VS Gross Mass
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Graph 9 Thrust to weight

Graph 3 shows the gross mass of the lunar descent/ascent vehicle with respect to payload
mass. The minimum for this study given its constraints in approximately 8,800 kg. The payload
mass increases sharply as the mass of the lunar vehicle increases more gradually. Graph 1 shows
that a 100 kg payload would require a lunar vehicle mass of approximately 10,000 kg and a vehicle
with a payload of 1,000 kg would have a gross mass of approximately 32,000 kg. For a small
payload descent/ascent vehicle increasing the payload mass by an order of magnitude increases
the gross mass of the lunar vehicle by by a factor of three.
For the rest of the sensitivity studies the thrust of the vehicle is assumed to be the ideal
thrust with the lowest gross vehicle mass.
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Small Lift
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Graph 10 Small lift gross mass

For the small lift descent/ascent vehicle increasing the payload mass from zero increases
the gross mass of the lunar vehicle less significantly Graph 3. Increasing the payload mass from
1,000 kg to 10,000 kg increases the gross mass of the vehicle from approximately 32,000 kg to
200,000 kg. For a medium lift lunar vehicle, the increasing the mass of the payload increases the
gross mass of the lunar vehicle more proportionally Graph 4.
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Graph 11 Medium lift gross mass

Looking at Graph 5 the inert mass fraction of the ascent stage decreases sharply as the
payload mass increases from zero. Without a payload mass the LOX/CH4 main engine is a
significant fraction of the inert mass of the ascent stage. The engine needs to be relatively large for
the descent stage, because if the engine does not have enough thrust the gravity losses are
significant resulting in a larger gross mass.
Graph 6 shows the dry mass fractions for the ascent and descent stages of the lunar vehicle
for a medium lift descent/ascent vehicle. Once the payload mass reaches 2,500 kg the dry mass
fractions of the vehicle cross and the ascent stage has a lower dry mass fraction then the descent
stage. Then at approximately a payload mass of 8,000 kg the ascent stage dry mass fraction levels
out. The dry mass fraction of the ascent stage levels out because the engine mass is no longer the
dominate part of the ascent vehicles dry mass. At a payload mass of 8,000 kg the propellant tanks
on both the upper stage and the lower stage are the primary drivers of the dry mass.
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Looking at the dry mass fractions in Graph 5 and Graph 6 explains the difference between
Graph 3 and Graph 4. The lander does not reach a point of ideal efficiency until the mass of the
propellant tanks dominates the dry mass of the ascent stage, and that point is the payload reaches
8,000 kg.
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12 Small lift dry mass fraction
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Graph 13 Medium lift dry mass fraction

Graph 7 and Graph 8 show the gross mass of the descent and ascent stages with respect to
the payload mass. Graph 7 shows a linear relationship between the gross mass of the descent and
assent stage. The mass of both stages will grow proportionately with the mass of the payload for a
descent ascent vehicle as long as the vehicle has the ideal trust to wight ratio. The gross mass of
the descent stage grows proportionately faster than the ascent stage.
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Graph 8 shows the gross mass of the descent and ascent stage with respect to the payload
mass for a small lift launch vehicle. This graph shows no payload mass to a 2,000 kg payload mass.
The mass of the descent and ascent stage increases dramatically from no payload to about 1,000
kg payload and at the 1,000 kg payload increases linearly similar to the plot in Graph 7.
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Small Lift
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Graph 15 Small lift gross mass

Total
Payload Mass
Gross Mass
Thrust to Weight (g/6)
Thrust
Descent Stage
Payload + Second Stage Mass

Table 19 Results
No Lift
Mini Lift

Small Lift

Medium Lift

1,000 kg

10,000 kg

0 kg

100 kg

8,793 kg

12,476 kg

32,469 kg

197,335 kg

1.2

1.4

2.6

18.2

17,246 N

28,548 N

137,979 N

5,755,640 N

No Lift

Mini Lift

Small Lift

Medium Lift

788 kg

1,278 kg

4,218 kg

28,526 kg

3,086 m/s

3,023 m/s

2,927 m/s

2,907 m/s

Sea Level Specific Impulse

267 s

267 s

267 s

267 s

Percent Inert Mass

31 %

31 %

31 %

29 %

ΔV
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Total Mass

8,004 kg

11,198 kg

28,252 kg

164,962 kg

Dry Mass

1,916 kg

8,544 kg

6,399 kg

35,231 kg

Propellant Mass

6,088 kg

28,548 kg

21,852 kg

129,731 kg

1.89

1.89

1.89

1.89

Propellant Tank Pressure

1,250 kPa

1250 kPa

1250 kPa

1250 kPa

Helium Tank Pressure

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Oxygen to Fuel Ratio

Pressure Vessel Safety Factor

Ascent Stage
Payload Mass

No Lift

Mini Lift

Small Lift

Medium Lift

0 kg

100 kg

1,000 kg

10,000 kg

1,786 m/s

1,786 m/s

1,786 m/s

4,165 m/s

Vacuum Specific Impulse

267 s

267 s

267 s

267 s

Percent Dry Mass

50 %

46 %

35 %

12.0 %

Total Mass

788 kg

1,178 kg

3,218 kg

1,125,635 kg

Dry Mass

398 kg

546 kg

1,133 kg

134,656 kg

Propellant Mass

390 kg

632 kg

2,085 kg

990,979 kg

1.89

1.89

1.89

1.89

Propellant Tank Pressure

1,250 kPa

1,250 kPa

1,250 kPa

1,250 kPa

Helium Tank Pressure

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

33.7 MPa

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

ΔV

Oxygen to Fuel Ratio

Pressure Vessel Safety Factor

Looking at the data in Table 5 the mass of the descent/ascent vehicle increases
proportionately as the payload mass increases, but not one to one. As the payload mass increases
a fractional proportion to the mass of the payload.
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Conclusion
This study has been a look at a lunar ascent/descent vehicle utilizing UTEP Aerospace
Center CROME engines. The vehicle is designed to take the same payload mass to the lunar
surface from a trans lunar injection orbit to the lunar surface and back to lunar orbit. The vehicle
utilizes one stage to perform all the maneuvers from trans lunar injection to the lunar surface where
the second stage utilizing the same main engine from the decent stage to get back to orbit.
The purpose of this paper is to study a lunar descent/ascent vehicle that has the same
payload mass for ascent and descent and reuses the same engine for the descent and ascent. This
gives some unique constraints for optimizing the vehicles gross overall mass. The ΔV of the
descent and ascent of the lunar vehicle are dependent on the thrust to weight ratio and the dry mass
of the vehicle and is also dependent on the thrust of the common ascent descent engine. The
balance between these two competing design parameters results in the shape of the gross mass to
thrust curves shown in Graph 1. The curves in Graph 1 have a low point indicating the ideal thrust
for a given payload resulting in the lowest gross mass vehicle given the boundary conditions.
Changing the thrust of the vehicle away from the ideal thrust consequently increases the vehicles
mass. If the thrust of the main engine is decreased the vehicle will experience more gravity loss on
the descent and the ΔV for the mission increases. Once the ΔV increases the propellant mass needs
to increase increasing the dry mass of the vehicle. If the ΔV for the descent grows large enough
the vehicles mass ether grows to infinity, or it breaks the maximum ΔV for the system. If the thrust
is increased the gravity loss is decreased but the dry mass of the vehicle increases because the
engine mass grows with respect to the thrust. The upper and lower limits of the ideal thrust where
there isn’t a significant difference in the gross mass of the descent/ascent vehicle gets larger as the
payload and vehicle mass gets larger. Therefore, increasing or decreasing the trust from the ideal
for a small payload vehicle significantly changes the gross mass of the vehicle and as the payload
mass and vehicle mass increases the curve gets flatter and the ideal thrust has a much larger margin.
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Graph 1 also shows that decreasing the thrust has much more impact on the gross mass of the
vehicle than increasing the thrust.
Graph 5 and Graph 6 show that the percent payload mass of the descent/ascent vehicle
increases significantly from no payload to 1,000 kg payload. After the payload mass for the
ascent/descent vehicle increases beyond 1,000 kg the gross mass of the vehicle increases linearly
and proportionally to the payload mas. Table 5 shows the gross mass of a ascent/descent vehicle
with a payload mass of 100 kg and a configuration with a payload mass of 1,000 kg. The mass of
the payload increases by an order of magnitude and the gross vehicle mass only triples. This
indicates that given the choice between competing designs this design doesn’t start reaching its
potential until the payload mass is close to 1,000 kg or more.
Graph 2 plots the gross mass of the ascent/descent vehicle with respect to the thrust to
weight ratio of one sixth earths gravity. The plotted payload masses show that for a given payload
mass there is an ideal thrust to weight ratio and increasing or decreasing the thrust to weight ratio
only increases the gross mass of the vehicle. The fact that the ideal thrust increases as the mass of
the vehicle increases is not surprising and can be seen in Graph 1. The interesting part of Graph 2
is that the ideal thrust to wight ratio for a given payload increases logarithmically with the mass of
the payload. When the payload mass is 10 kg the thrust to weight ratio is 1.2. When the payload
mass of the vehicle is 100 kg the thrust to weigh ratio is 1.4. When the payload mass of the vehicle
is 1,000 kg the thrust to wight ratio is 2.6, but once the payload mass reaches 10,000 kg the thrust
to weight ratio of the vehicle is a whapping 18.2. The implication is that at some verry high payload
mass the thrust to wight ratio required might need to be so high for this vehicle configuration as to
make the mission impossible.
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